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INTRODUZIONE



A cosa servivano tutte quelle belle teorie se la gente moriva di fame lungo i portici o i marciapiedi? (Yunus 1997).



La povertà è sicuramente la peggior piaga che si sia sviluppata nell‘ultimo secolo. Banalmente ricchezza e povertà ci sono sempre state, ma quello che è continuamente più evidente è la concentrazione del reddito mondiale nell‘ultimo quintile più ricco. Durante tutto il mio percorso universitario sono stato sempre colpito da problemi di tipo reale piuttosto che da modelli economici che sembravano così distanti dalla realtà. La qualità della vita, ha rappresentato da sempre il problema di tipo reale, nella quale pensavo andasse profuso tutto il mio impegno universitario. Ho sempre sentito parlare di lotta alla povertà attraverso strumenti di tipo caritatevole: aiuti economici, missioni umanitarie, piogge di fondi, dilazione nei pagamenti, cancellazione del debito. Questi stessi strumenti hanno contribuito secondo me al più grande disastro fatto dall‘uomo di sempre: il continuo aumento, senza soluzione di continuità della povertà.
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Ogni aiuto che viene dato, è un passo indietro ulteriore; ogni volta che qualche paese sviluppato, aiuta un paese in via di sviluppo quest‘ultimo si pone sempre di più nella condizione di non doversi sviluppare da solo ma sempre di più con l‘aiuto di altri. C‘è un aneddoto che mi piace raccontare quando cerco di spiegare questa teoria che di per se, mi rendo conto, sia abbastanza azzardata: Mentre ero a Nairobi, un giorno sono stato ospite di un rescue center, una missione per l‘aiuto ai bambini di strada. Parlando con i direttori del programma è venuto fuori come negli ultimi anni nello stesso luogo si fossero stabilite anche altre NGO che facevano lo stesso tipo di lavoro e che i bambini di strada fossero notevolmente aumentati di numero. Il direttore mi parlò di come i bambini fossero aumentati in conseguenza dell‘arrivo di nuovo NGO; pensando si trattasse di un lapsus, cercai di correggere il direttore dicendo che le NGO sono aumentate in conseguenza dell‘aumento dei bambini di strada. La mia più grande sorpresa è che fui smentito. Ossia, quello che poi è stato rivelato da alcune ricerche fatte dagli stessi responsabili, è che in quella zona in conseguenza dell‘aumentato delle NGO i genitori erano più propensi a lasciare i loro bambini nelle strade, l‘aiuto delle NGO aveva così portato un contro-effetto dannoso per l‘economia dell‘area.
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Ogni aiuto produce micro effetto, quello di salvare ed aiutare dei bambini a non morire di fame, ma ne produce anche uno macro, ossia quello di aumentare il numero di bambini per strada. Ogni aiuto finanziario ai PVS ha salvato alcuni stati dalla bancarotta, ma allo stesso tempo ha permesso che questi si mettessero nella condizione di chiedere nuovi e più ingenti prestiti. Ogni aiuto produce un micro effetto, positivo, e un macro effetto, il più delle volte negativo. Il microcredito è stata per me una grande scoperta perché si colloca ―tra gli aiuti senza essere un aiuto‖. Esso interviene attraverso le leggi di libero mercato senza dover far ricorso a nessun tipo di azione caritatevole. Se è vero, che il microcredito ha rivoluzionato il mercato del credito in Bangladesh, non possiamo dire la stessa cosa degli altri stati dove questo è stato introdotto. L‘Africa che a parte qualche eccezione versa in uno stato di stagnazione cronica (Sandbrook 1985), si sta approcciando gradualmente al microcredito ma con scarsi risultati (Murduch 2002). Nel corso di questa tesi andremo a fondo su quali sono i principi originali e cardini del microcredito e li confronteremo con ciò che sta accadendo in uno degli stati più rappresentativi dell‘Africa: il Kenia.
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Il Kenya può essere un ottimo test per il microcredito perché come stato presenta molte delle peculiarità degli stati africani: l‘ex colonizzazione, un clima difficile, un‘alta corruzione, tantissime etnie contrastanti, un elevato indice di urbanizzazione e di nascita, un basso GDP pro capite; ma soprattutto un alto tasso di persone escluse completamente dal credito ed un‘altra buona parte che si basa solo su sistemi informali. Capire perché qui le banche di microcredito non hanno funzionato, può avere un grosso valore nell‘intera economia di un continente. Questa ricerca si basa su un approccio empirico: una serie di test effettuati direttamente sul campo cercano di chiarire le motivazioni per cui le banche si sono allontanate sempre di più dalla fascia di persone più povera. Anche se i dati recenti indicano miglioramenti in termini di maggiore accesso al credito, questa tesi dimostrare come questi miglioramenti sono il risultato dello sviluppo della classe media e non di quella più povera. Così, qualcosa non funziona nella microfinanza, ma che cosa? Questa tesi è organizzata in maniera tale da rispecchiare il mio percorso universitario che mi ha portato ad interessarmi al microcredito. Essa si sviluppa in 6 capitoli: Il primo serve a dare una sintesi degli strumenti economici che ho avuto modo di apprendere nel corso dei due anni universitari; inoltre serve a dare una prima
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immagine del Kenya sotto il profilo della povertà, analizzandolo con gli strumenti precedentemente citati. Il secondo capitolo è incentrato sul microcredito: le sue origini, gli attori, i percorsi che l‘hanno portato ad essere una realtà importante nel panorama della finanza mondiale; il capitolo si chiude come nel precedente con il collegamento tra il Microcredito e il Kenya e pone le basi per la ricerca effettuata a Nairobi. Il terzo capitolo chiamato ironicamente ―A microcredit for few selected‖ cerca di analizzare attraverso il contributo di 3 interviste con i direttori di AMFI, FAULU e K-REP la situazione del credito formale in Kenya, cercandone di capire nelle considerazioni finali le cause della partenza dalla missione originale. Il quarto capitolo e il quinto capitolo sono invece riferiti a tutta quella sfera finanziaria definita informale. Nel quarto si analizzano meglio gli strumenti teorici riguardo le Rosca per poi passare al quinto che è il vero cuore della ricerca: verranno presentati i risultati di due questionari svolti all‘interno di Dagoretti e le interviste con due Rosca con le quali sono entrato in contatto.
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INTRODUCTION



Poverty is certainly the worst plague that has developed in the last century. Trivially, wealth and poverty there have always been, but what is most obvious nowadays is the concentration of worldwide income in the richest quintile. Throughout my academic path I was always struck by problems of ―real type‖ rather than by economic models that seemed so distant from reality. The quality of life, was the problem of ―real type‖, in which I always wanted to put my commitment. I've always heard about fight against poverty through charity-type instruments: economic aid, humanitarian missions, rains of funds, deferred payments, and cancellation of debt. These same tools, have contribute to the largest man-made disaster of all time: the huge increase of poverty. Any help that is given, is a further step back; every time some Developed country helps developing country in the latter puts more and more in the condition of not develop by itself. There is a fact I like to tell when I try to explain this theory: While I was in Nairobi, one day, I was a guest of a rescue center, a mission to help street children. Speaking with the directors of the program has come out that in recent years in the same place they were, also other NGOs were established doing the same kind of job and number of street children were greatly increased.
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The director told me about how children had increased as a result of the arrival of new NGOs, thinking it



was a



slip,



I



tried to



correct



director saying that



the NGOs have increased as a result of the increase of street children. My biggest surprise is that I was denied. That is, some researcher later turned out that by that areas as a result of increased NGO parents were more likely to leave children in the streets, so the help of NGOs had brought a bad effect on the area. Any help produce micro effect, to save and help children not to die of hunger, but it also produces a macro one, which is to increase the number of street children. Any financial aid to developing countries has been saved from certain bankruptcy, b ut



at



the same time it has allowed these to



more substantial



loans.



Any



enable them to seek new and



help produce a



micro effect,



positive, and



a macro effect, most often negative. Microcredit has been a great discovery for me because it is located "between aid and not be a help." It operates through the laws of free market without having to resort to any kind of charitable action. If it is true that microcredit has revolutionized the credit market in Bangladesh, we can not say the same thing in other states where this has been introduced. Africa that apart from some exceptions is in a state of chronic stagnation, is gradually approaching to microcredit, but with poor results.
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In this thesis we will go in deep on what are the microcredit original principles and we are going to compare them with what is happening in one of the most representative country of Africa: Kenya. Kenyan, can be a great test for micro-credit because, as a Country, presents many of the specific problems of African States. Colonization, a difficult climate, high corruption, lots of conflicting between ethnic groups, a high index of urbanization and birth, a low GDP per capita; but especially an high rate of people excluded completely from credit and another big part that can only relies on informal systems. Understand why microcredit didn‘t work here, can have a big value also in the whole economy of Africa as a continent. This research is based on an empirical approach: a series of tests carried out directly on the field trying to clarify the reasons why banks have increasingly depart from the poorest people. Although recent data show improvements in terms of greater access to finance, this thesis demonstrate as these improvements are result of the development of the middle class and not of the poorest one. So, something is not working among Microfinance, but what? This thesis is organized to reflect my academic career that led me interest in microcredit. It develops into 6 chapters:
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The first give an overview of economic instruments that I had the opportunity to learn during the two years at university, also helps to give a first preview of Kenya in terms of poverty, analyzing it with the tools mentioned above. The second chapter focuses on microcredit: its origins, the actors, the paths they took to be an important reality in the panorama of world finance; the chapter closes as the previous one linking microcredit and Kenya and lays the foundation for the research carried out in Nairobi. The third chapter ironically called "A microcredit for few selected" tries to analyze through the contribution of 3 interviews with the directors of AMFI, FAULU and KREP the situation of formal credit in Kenya, trying to understand the causes of departure from the original mission. The fourth and fifth chapters are all referring to the financial sphere defined informally. In the quarter we analyze the theoretical structure of Rosca more in deep and then the fifth, which is the central part of the research: I‘ll present the results of two surveys conducted in Dagoretti and interviews with two Rosca I get in touch.
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CHAPTER I POVERTY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1.1 Poverty- Some Definition In the second half of the twentieth century, many development indicators have improved significantly in all countries of the world. Part of this success can be attributed to the growth opportunities offered by globalization, but globalization does not proceed to one-way and does not guarantee equal results because if many countries are economic growth in many others we observe huge increase in inequality. The growth of inequality shows that the mechanisms of globalization are powerless to solve the economic and social situations more disastrous, if not the worse, and tend to encourage the concentration of wealth and poverty. The phenomena of poverty are extremely complex, difficult to fit into a precise definition, several definitions were subject to continuous changes over time. I will confine myself here to write the most common one formulate from the World Bank:



Poverty is pronounced deprivation in well-being, and comprises many dimensions. It includes low incomes and the inability to acquire the basic goods and services



necessary for survival with dignity. Poverty also encompasses low levels of health and education, poor access to clean water and sanitation, inadequate physical security, lack of voice, and insufficient capacity and opportunity to better one’s life. The concept of poverty has evolved over time and now address not only about money but also the aspects relating to basic needs. Benjamin Seebohm Rowntree in the beginning of 1900 defined absolute poverty as "the situation of deficiency in which the annual income of a typical family consisting of two persons is less than the established one‖. We can see that in this term Rowntree takes into account only the physical survival, leaving out the fulfillment of any other social need. His concept of absolute poverty, according to many scholars it‘s limited to the lack of money needed to meet the minimum needs. In 1991 Cellini resuming the international conventions wrote that an individual is in absolute poverty only when it can count on a daily income of not more than $1 that is equivalent to about $ 390 per year. After the World Summit on Social Development in Copenhagen in 1995, 117 countries adopted a declaration which can be consider as the most complete definition about poverty:
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Poverty is a condition characterized by severe deprivation of basic human needs, including food, safe drinking water, sanitation facilities, health, shelter, education and information. It depends not only on income but also on access to services. It includes a lack of income and productive resources to ensure sustainable livelihoods; hunger and malnutrition; ill health; limited or lack of access to education and other basic services; increased morbidity and mortality from illness; homelessness and inadequate housing; unsafe environments and social discrimination and exclusion. it’s also characterized by lack of participation in decision making and in civil, social and cultural life. So Poverty is multidimensional and complex in nature and manifests itself in various forms making its definition difficult. No single definition can exhaustively capture all aspects of poverty. Poverty is perceived differently by different people, some limiting the term to mean a lack of material well-being and others arguing that lack of things like freedom, spiritual well-being, civil rights and nutrition must also contribute to the definition of poverty. 1.1.1 Absolute And Relative Poverty At this point, however, is useful to make a further distinction between absolute and relative



poverty.



As



we



have seen so



far absolute



poverty refers



to the



amount of income needed to buy a fixed basket of goods. The intuition behind an
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absolute measure is that mere survival takes essentially the same amount of resources across the world and that everybody should be subject to the same standards if meaningful comparisons of policies and progress are to be made. Notice that if everyone's real income in an economy increases, and the income distribution does not change, absolute poverty will decline. Absolute Poverty is defined in terms of the requirements considered adequate to satisfy minimum basic needs; the absolute poor have no means to meet these needs. Specification of these minimum requirements is inspired by the universal valuation of human dignity. Those falling below the poverty lines (food or overall) derived in this manner are leading dehumanizing lives according to universal norms of human dignity: facing starvation, lack of shelter, or the prospect of turning to immoral activities for survival. Another characteristic of absolute poverty is that it has real value over time and space of welfare. What this means is that poverty lines defined in this way guarantees that poverty comparisons made are consistent in the sense that two individuals with the same level of welfare are treated the same. While The term relative poverty is defined as a condition of deprivation included in a vast network of social relations, that is, inequality that characterize a given society at any given time.
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So poor is defined, for instance, in a relative sense that individual whose income is less than 50% of the average individual income communities. In this way the middle of the income derived identifies what is the relative poverty line. Therefore, the relative poverty line is not a constant but varies from context to context. In fact, the term relativity refers to a context that is geographical, historical and cultural and concerns simultaneously all the available resources of a given society and lifestyles that are implemented in it.



1.2 MEASURAMENTS Classifications such as measurements that are drawn and who wish to identify the level of compensation of the condition of the countries they are based, in turn, on various definitions, analyzed above. These classifications tend to place countries into homogeneous categories trying to identify the main features in common. The commonest measure of poverty is the headcount ratio, H, which is the proportion of the poor in the total population, which is based on the previous definition of absolute poverty referring to a set standard which is consistent over time and between countries.
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Consumption level that separates the poor from the rest of the population is called poverty line. In this case the results will be the percentage of the popolutation that lives under the poverty line that we establish. Actually the World Bank set Poverty headcount ratio at $1.25 a day (PPP). It has been estimated that in 2008, 1.4 billion people had consumption levels below US$1.25 a day and 2.7 billion lived on less than $2 a day. However although is easy to interpret is not sensitive to how far below poverty line poor people are.



Figure 1: Weaknesses of HDC ratio
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As you can see from Figure 1 A and B in fact, the head count ratio for these two countries would be the same, even if in A people are much more poor and far from the poverty line. Another measure that take into account the poverty line and try to solve this problem is the Poverty Gap Ratio that expresses the total amount of money which would be needed to raise the poor from their present incomes to the poverty line ,as a proportion of the poverty line, and averaged over the total population, which measures the depth of poverty. A simpler definition is:



Poverty gap ratio is the mean distance separating the population from the poverty line (with the non-poor being given a distance of zero), expressed as a percentage of the poverty line.
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Figure 2: Poverty gap index The poverty gap has the virtue that it does not imply that there is a discontinuity at the poverty line but not capture differences in the severity of poverty amongst the poor and ignore ―inequality among the poor‖. These two measurements refer only to income of individuals without taking into consideration other aspects concerning the person. 1.2.1 HDI- A New Measure As we saw in 1.1, Previously, only the GDP was used as an indicator of macroeconomic development that represents the monetary value of goods and services produced in a year on a certain territory and which is therefore based solely on economic growth does not take account of capital (especially natural ) That is lost in the process of growth. These parameters measure only the total economic value or
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an average distribution of income. In practice a city rich redistribute its wealth in many poor thus distorting the standard of living of the latter. The World Bank through UNDP (United Nations Development Program) has tried to create an index that takes into account several aspects concerning the life of the person. Thus was born The HDI (Human Development Index) that combines these three dimensions: A long and healthy life: Life expectancy at birth. Considered by the number of years that await an individual at birth. This number is normalized to a value between 0 and 1 and transformed into the index of life expectancy. Access to knowledge: Mean years of schooling and Expected years of schooling. From these data is possible to get education index. A decent standard of living: GNI per capita (PPP US$). The only economic indicator based on income in the HDI. One of major advantage of HDI is that it does reveal that a country can do much better that might be expected at a low level of income and that substantial income gains can still accomplish relatively little In human development.
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1.2.2 Misuring Inequality To explain this sentence we mentioned before: The three richest people possess more financial assets than the lowest 48 nations, combined (Kostigen 2006) We have first to talk about economic inequality which comprises all disparities in the distribution of economic assets and income between countries or within people of the same country. There are



many ways to



measure inequality; I



will



confine



myself here to



mentioning the most used, namely based on the construction of Lorenz curves. From Figure 3 we can observe that population has been plotted on Horizontal axis and has been divided not in absolute term but in cumulative percentages. At point 20 we have the lowest (poorest part of population; On the vertical axis show the share of total income received by each percentage of population. Diagonal line represents the perfect equality in size distribution
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Figure 3: Lorentz curve The Lorentz curve shows the actual quantitative relationship between the percentage of income recipients and the percentage of total income they did in fact receive. The more the Lorenz line curves away from diagonal (perfect equity) the greater the degree of inequality represented. The extreme case of perfect inequality is a situation where a person has all the national income and everybody receiving nothing, would be represented by the congruence of the curve with bottom horizontal line and right vertical line. The Gini index is a numerical way to represent graphically what we see in the Lorentz curves; is obtained by calculating the ratio of the area between the diagonal
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and the Lorenz curve divided by the total area of the half-square in which the curve lies. Gini Index can vary from 0 perfect equality to 1 perfect inequality. Figure 4: Gini Index B
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1.3 POVERTY IN KENYA 1.3.1. A Brief Overview To Kenyan History I believe it‘s important at the beginning of this thesis, to have a complete but quick overview about Kenyan history; this was for me a fundamental step to begin to understand the mentality of this people. In 1832 the coastal area of Kenya came under the dominion of the Sultan of Zanzibar and a few years later he became a protectorate of Great Britain. Nairobi became the administrative and political center of the empire British colonial East Africa. The English colonization destroy the populations of the Masai warriors who, already weakened by civil war and consequent disease and famine; Masai were forced to negotiate a treaty that would allow the British to build the Mombasa-Uganda railway, sacrificing land for grazing used by tribes, and this marked the decline of the Masai who were relegated to reserve lands increasingly reduced. In addition, the local population was systematically excluded from any political decision, so that was founded in 1921, the first movement of political protest: the Young Kikuyu Association.
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Jomo Kenyatta, a member of the Kikuyu tribe, founded in 1947, the Kenya African National Union (KANU), aiming redistribution of land and the achievement of political equality between the Kenyan and British settlers. The climate of discontent culminated in the Mau Mau revolt, from 1952 to 1959, in which Kenya maintained in a state of emergency. During this period, popular participation in the political process increased rapidly, reaching independence December 12, 1963. A year later, Kenyatta became the first president of the republic of Kenya. The small opposition party, Kenya People's Union (KPU) formed in 1966, was banned and its leaders arrested, so after 1969, there was no longer formal opposition party. As a result of internal pressures, but also internationally (the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and other international institutions threatened to suspend aid programs if the government had not adopted a more respectful of civil rights), it came to the first multiparty elections. President Daniel Moi, a member of KANU, was reelected in 1992 and 1997. In 1998, thanks to the implementation of an economic plan for structural adjustment and its commitment to combating Islamic terrorism, Moi was able to recall enjoying acclaim on the international scene, so the restoration of relations with the IMF and the World Bank. The situation remained unstable, however: the discontent, corruption, ethnic conflicts and attacks continued to hit the county. Moi not presented
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at the 2002 elections, as prohibited by the Constitution, but sought to promote the candidacy of Uhuru Kenyatta, son the first president of Kenya. A coalition of opposition parties, the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC), won the elections and Mwai Kibaki became the third president of Kenya. His attempts to change the Constitution through a referendum led to conflicts within the government itself. In December 2007 were held presidential, parliamentary and local elections. While local and parliamentarians were held in a credible way, the presidential elections were characterized by serious irregularities. The Kenyan Electoral Commission declared President Mwai Kibaki. In many parts of the country exploded violence: the postelection crisis caused over 1000 deaths and 600,000 refugees. In order to resolve this crisis, the negotiations began between representatives of political parties in Kenya under the leadership of former Secretary-General Kofi Annan and a group of prominent African figures, including Benjamin Mkapa, former President of Tanzania, and Graça Machel, wife of Nelson Mandela. In February 2008, President Kibaki and Raila Odinga, one of the main opponents to the amendment of the Constitution, have signed an agreement on the division of power that has given the role of Prime Minister Odinga himself. Negotiations on the resolution of long-term problems remain, notably on the reform of the Constitution and the judicial system and the necessity of the struggle against hunger and inequality.
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1.3.2 Economic Performance



Figure 5: GDP Growth 2002-2009 Source: World Bank Dataset After ten years of immobility, Kenyan economy achieved strongly performance, subsequent of government change in 2003. From 2004 to 2007, development accelerated, peaking at 7 percent in 2007. A series of terrible shocks – the postelection crisis of December 2007, a severe drought, and the global financial crisis1—brought the economic expansion to an abrupt end. Growth slumped to 1.7 percent in 2008 (figure 5).



1



As we said in 1.3.1
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Figure 6: Sector growth rates, average 2003-2007 Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 While agriculture, the traditional backbone of the Kenyan economy, has been the main growth driver, contributing about a fifth of the growth, the Communications sector— driven by the mobile phone industry – has been the most dynamic. It was the fastest growing sector for four years in a row (2004 –2007) and was only overtaken marginally by construction in 2008 (figure 6). The dynamism of the telecommunications sector is as noted, is driven by mobile telephony. Alongside the economic growth were specific policy interventions that brought about considerable socio economic gains. The free primary education program, introduced
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in 2003, is perhaps the most significant of these. These developments were associated with a substantial reduction in the incidence of poverty from the period between 1997 and 2006. In 2006, national incidence of poverty was estimated at 46 percent, down from 52 percent in 1997. But, economic recovery was highly regressive, with the better off income groups benefiting most. The poorest fifth of the population suffered a decline in their living standards. The principal driver of a worsening trend in income distribution is inflation. Contained at below 10 percent for several years, inflation reached 14 percent in 2006, and 28 percent in 2008. Because food prices have change more than other, and the poor spend more on food in proportion to their incomes, the impact on the poor has been particularly marked. In the period between 2004 and 2008 the cost of living for the lower income groups increased by 80 percent, twice the increase in the cost of living for the middle/upper income groups. 1.3.3 Analyzing Poverty A Short Journey Through History The extensive series of research and poverty investigation conducted in Kenya in the last decade are primarily based on the nationwide surveys lead by the CBS (The Central Bureau of Statistics) within the framework of the welfare monitoring
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surveys(WMS) (1992, 1994 and 1997). Further work was undertaken to ‗explain‘ poverty through participatory poverty assessments(PPA) (1994, 1996 and 2001). While the WMS can be taken as quantitatively, the PPA are qualitative figures that express what it‘s poverty from the point of view of poor people. Thanks to these studies it was possible to arrive at a formulation of a plan for the reduction of poverty, the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper. The PRSP provided Government staffs with a forum, to talk about poverty on a national scale. The core Government team in charge of PRSP included personnel who had been involved in the first two PPAs, and had therefore sufficient acquaintance on training and practical application of participatory methodologies. The personnel trained in participatory methodologies were involved in community and district level consultations as principal facilitators. The major causes of poverty, according to PRSP, were discussed in details by Kenyan Governaments: • Low agricultural productivity and poor marketing • Insecurity • Unemployment and low wages • Bad governance • Landlessness
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• Poor physical infrastructure • High cost of basic social services These studies have identified clear linkages between high levels of corruption and low levels of international investment and economic growth. For example, Mullei et al (2000) have demonstrated that these linkages are strong in the case of Kenya with corruption driving decreased investment, growth and consequential increases in poverty. The research clearly demonstrates that the way forward to reducing poverty has to focus on its root causes in poor investment and economic performance, rather than immediately focus on the outcome, i.e. poverty. The authors note that corruption is pervasive and can be embedded through the social economic and political fabric of society, including public procurement, the tax and judicial systems and international aid. The PRSP also arrive at a definition of poverty which recognizes similarly as a multidimensional phenomenon. It defines poverty to include inadequacy of income and deprivation of basic needs and rights, and lack of access to productive assets as well as to social infrastructure and markets. The quantitative method of computing poverty defines the poor as those who cannot afford basic food and non-food items. The PRSP adopted the quantitative measures of poverty based on the 1997 WMS data. The 1997 Welfare Monitoring Survey
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estimated the absolute poverty line at Kshs 1,239 per person per month and Kshs 2,648 respectively for rural and urban areas. By qualitative method based on various Participatory Poverty Assessments (PPAs) undertaken since 1994, the people define, view and experience poverty in different ways. In the third PPA of 2001, people mainly defined poverty as the inability to meet their basic needs. Poverty was associated with features such as lack of land, unemployment, inability to feed oneself and one‘s family, lack of proper housing, poor health and inability to educate children and pay medical bills. Though different people and communities defined poverty differently, poverty was invariably associated with the inability to meet/afford certain basic needs 1.3.4 Comparability of Welfare Monitoring Survey Series Based on the four quantitative surveys, poverty lines and poverty measures have been estimated both at the national and regional (provincial) level. Assuming that all districts face either the provincial or national poverty line, poverty measures for the 1990s have also been estimated at the district level (see Mwabu at al. (2000), Republic of Kenya, (2003). A summary of estimated poverty rates by province are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparability of Welfare Monitoring Survey Series Source: Republic of Kenya (2000) As we can see, poverty has increased in all the regions from ‗82, and this is not surprising if we considers the great situation of instability that pervades Kenya during the Moi era and that we described before. 1.3.5 Poverty Maps In addition, the recent publication of "Geographic Dimensions of well-being in Kenya, Volume One: Where Are the Poor? From Districts to Locations ", gives us a good opportunity to study the phenomenon of poverty with the tools we have discussed



in



paragraph



1.1.



in



the



various



districts



of



Kenya.



The poverty maps themselves provide information rather than answers. When combined with socio-economic, environmental and other information, the maps
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provide a rich source of information useful for development planning and policy formulation at community level. The monetary indicator of well-being developed for measuring poverty in Kenya is based on detailed information regarding household consumption expenditures on food and a comprehensive range of nonfood items such as schooling, health, transportation and rent (GoK, 2000). Regional price adjustments were applied to reflect relative differences in the cost of living between different areas, especially between urban and rural areas. To determine how many people are poor, a monetary poverty line is derived which represents the cost of a basic basket of goods. This poverty line is determined and based on the expenditure required to purchase a food basket that allows minimum nutritional requirements to be met (set at 2,250 calories per adult equivalent (AE ) per day) in addition to the costs of meeting basic non-food needs (GoK, 2000). In Kenya, as we said previously this poverty line was estimated to be about Kshs. 1,239 and Kshs. 2,648 for rural and urban households respectively. Map shows the estimated poverty incidence for each of the Province‘s 171 Locations. (Dark brown shading indicates higher poverty rates; dark green indicates wealthier areas).
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Figure 7:Population below poverty line Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (2003) However, this measure as we said previously does not indicate how poor the poor are, and, hence, it does not change if people below the poverty line become poorer. The poverty gap measure overcomes this problem. The Poverty gap provides information on how much poorer the poor people are relative to the poverty line – that is, the depth of poverty.
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Figure 8: Kenyan Poverty Gap ratio Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (2003



The poverty gap measures the poverty deficit of the population, or the resources that would be needed to lift all the poor out of poverty through perfectly targeted cash transfers geared to closing the gap. In this sense, the poverty gap is a very crude measure of the minimum amount of resources necessary to eradicate poverty, that is, the amount that one would have to transfer to the poor to lift them up to the poverty line, under the assumption of perfect targeting.
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For instance, it was estimated that in 1997 the poverty gap for the rural population in Kenya was about 19.3 per cent (GoK, 2000). This implies that, on average, every poor person in a rural area would require an additional Kshs. 240 per month to reach the poverty line (i.e., 19.3 per cent of the Kshs. 1,239 rural poverty line). In other words, if about 53 per cent of the rural population was poor (according to the headcount index) in 1997, then this amounts to about 11.4 million people (GoK, 2000). To give a more complete view of the study provide below a map with various Kenyan provinces.



Figure 9: Kenyan district My reserch will focus mainly on the Nairobi province being one of the most important and most representative of Kenyan reality.
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Nairobi, which is administratively both a Province and a District, has 880,000 people living below the poverty line. As you can see from figure 10 the poverty incidence ranges from 32 per cent (Westlands) to 59 per cent (Makadara) across Divisions, and perhaps not surprisingly, from eight per cent (Nairobi West) to 77 per cent (Makongeni) across Locations, and from six to 78 per cent across sub-Locations.



Figure 10: Nairobi HC Index Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (2003)
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The poverty gap ranges from 11 to 24 per cent across Divisions and from two to 35 per cent across sub-Locations. The poorest 20 per cent of Nairobi‘s 110 subLocations account for one-half of its poor population. Figure 11: Nairobi Povery Gap Ratio Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (2003
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CHAPTER 2 FINANCIAL MARKETS AND MICROFINANCE 2.1 WHY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES NEED HELP We must first try to understand why we must intervene in financial markets, and why free market‘s rule does not run their course, moving capital from richer countries to poorer ones automatically. SO from the viewpoint of basic economics, the need for microfinance is somewhat surprising. One of the first lesson in introductory economics is the principle of diminishing marginal returns to capital, which says the enterprise with relatively little capital should be able to earn higher returns to their investments than enterprises with a great deal of capital. Poorer enterprises should thus be able to pay banks higher interest rates than richer enterprises (Armedariz, Murduch 2007) Money should flow from rich depositors to poor entrepreneurs. To explain why this doesn't happen we need some famous study discussed in a paper by Robert Lucas in 1990 which are often called the "Lucas Paradox."
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Lucas paradox is the observation that capital does not flow from developed countries to developing countries despite the fact that developing countries have lower levels of capital per worker. Classical economic theory predicts that capital should flow from rich countries to poor countries, due to the effect of diminishing returns of capital. Poor countries have lower levels of capital per worker – which explains, in part, why they are poor. In poor countries, the scarcity of capital relative to labor should mean that the returns related to the infusion of capital are higher than in developed countries. In response, savers in rich countries should look at poor countries as profitable places in which to invest. In reality, things just don‘t seem to work that way. Surprisingly little capital flows from rich countries to poor countries. The theoretical explanations for the Lucas Paradox can be grouped into two categories. The first group attributes the limited amount of capital received by poorer nations to differences in fundamentals that affect the production structure of the economy, such as technological differences, missing factors of production, government policies, and the institutional structure. The second group of explanations focuses on international capital market imperfections, mainly sovereign risk (risk of nationalization) and asymmetric
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information. Although the expected return on investment might be high in many developing countries, it does not flow there because of the high level of uncertainty associated with those expected returns. The second point is the most interesting to point out: Once lack of information and collateral is taken into the picture, we can more fully explain why lenders have such a hard time serving the poor, even households with seemingly high returns. The important factors are the bank‘s incomplete information about poor borrowers and the poor borrowers‘ lack of collateral to offer as security to banks. The first problem-adverse selection-occurs when banks cannot easily determine which customers are likely to be more risky than others. Banks would like to charge riskier customers more than safer customers in order to compensate for the added probability of default. But the bank does not know who is who, and raising average interest rates for everyone often drives safer customers out of the credit market, The second problem, moral hazard, arises because banks are unable to ensure that customers are making the full effort required for their investment projects to be successful. Moral hazard also arises when customers try to abscond with the bank‘s money. Both problems are made worse by the difficulty of enforcing contracts in regions with weak judicial systems.
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In the next few paragraphs we are going to focus on these two important aspects of asymmetric information; they are a central topic if we want to understand why microcredit has unique aspects and a completely innovative solution to the problem. 2.1.1 Adverse Selection Adverse selection is the process by which informational asymmetries can be verify ex ante, before grant of a loan; and this case concern difficulties that creditor meets getting information about its potential customers, both in relation to their entrepreneurial skills and the ability to invest loan in a fruitful activity and consequently the ability to repay(Armendariz 2007). Adverse selection can be summarized in three fundamental theorems: 



the first indicates that for each level of the interest rate only individuals above a certain level of risk will accept the loan;







the second shows that the higher the interest rate, over the composition of the potential debtors moves toward those with yields variables: the "portfolio" of the creditor becomes more risky;







the last theorem shows that, for a given interest rate, an increase in the risk reduces the profit of the debtor.
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The first important result is that an increase in the rate of interest has a dual effect on creditor‘s profits: on one hand, equal the amount loaned, increasing the performance of who provides the loan; on the other hand there is a selection effect, adverse to the interest rate increases: individuals more ' safe ' are push out of the market, while those relatively "risky" remain and accept higher interest because they know that with a relatively high probability does not repay the loan. Higher interest rate, therefore, moves the composition of the potential debtors in a favorable manner to the creditor.(Krugman 2009) 2.1.2 Moral Hazard The moral hazard is the process by which, given the inability by the creditor to observe the behavior of borrowers, after the conclusion of the credit agreement (until loan repayment), the debtors will tend to choose riskier investment projects (given the presence of asymmetry ex post): the creditor, once observed a low profit would not have any evidence to ascribe to the choice of an excessively risky process, rather than bad luck. When information asymmetry occurs ex post, the interest rate affects the profits of the lender; due to an increase of the same debtor behavior changes. The creditor may fix the rate of interest in such a way as to encourage debtors to choose safe rather than risky projects, the theorem shows that if for a given interest rate, a debtor is indifferent between two projects, an increase of the interest rate will make it
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that prefers to make more risky project. Then, you can infer that the level of the interest rate affects the behavior of the debtor after the contract was concluded, causing it to choose from, other things being equal, the more risky project. This occurs because the debtor and the creditor have conflicting interests: the first concerns the performance of the project only in cases where it‘s appropriate it, i.e. in cases where it‘s more than enough to repay the debt; the latter is concerned with the performance of the project just in case the debtor goes into bankruptcy and debtor's actions can influence the likelihood of the latter (Armendariz 2007) These problems could potentially be eliminated if banks had cheap ways to gather and evaluate information on their clients and to enforce contracts. But banks typically face relatively high transactions costs when working in poor communities since handling many small trans- actions is far more expensive than servicing one large transaction for a richer borrower. Another potential solution would be available if borrowers had marketable assets to offer as collateral. If that were so, banks could lend without risk, knowing that problem loans were covered by assets. But the starting point for microfinance is that new ways of delivering loans are needed precisely because borrowers are too poor to have much in the way of marketable assets
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Microfinance is seen as a way to break the vicious circle by reducing transactions costs and overcoming information problems.( Carpenter 2010) 2.1.3 So We Need Microfinance The lack of banks does not mean that poor individuals are unable to borrow. Most of the times unbanked choose informal sources such as moneylenders, Neighbors, relatives, and local traders. Such lenders often have the rich information (and effective means of enforcing contracts) that banks lack. Their resources, however, are limited. Microfinance can be interpreted as the latest solution to the age-old challenge of finding a way to combine the tradeoff of banks resources with the local informational and cost advantages of neighbors and moneylenders. Like traditional banks, microfinance institutions can bring in resources from outside the community. Microfinance is not the first attempt to do this, but it‘s by far the most successful. The success of Microfinance depends in part on studiously avoiding the mistakes of the past. In the next paragraph we are going to see the actors, the past experience and the root that took to microfinance.



2.2 FINANCIAL SECTOR: GREAT DIFFERENCES
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The financial system is a set of credit reports/debt, transferring funds from one operator to another. Depending on the type of transactions you can distinguish between "formal" and "informal" 2.2.1 Formal Financial Sectors The formal financial sector is represented by all financial institutions that operate under the supervision of the competent authorities, on the financial markets, located in urban areas, where outweighs the monetized economy and trading activities using modern financial techniques and instruments. 2.2.2 Informal Financial Sector The informal sector is the set of all those activities not "registered", which are not recognized at legal level and do not fit in surveys for the lack of formality in relation to laws and regulations of a nation and its economic system. It operates outside any control, especially in rural areas characterized by lack of money and by the massive presence of forms of subsistence economy. In industrialized countries the informal sector is enclosed in the term "informal economy" and includes both illegal financial assets, either all operations that are not financially recorded and therefore escape taxation.
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In developing countries this phenomenon of undeclared work is far more important and, despite the absence of official data, it‘s estimated that it represents in the various national contexts from thirty to seventy percent of GDP (Mauri, 1998). In environments characterized by scarcity of public initiatives, from weak fiscal pressure, non-existent or inadequate protection of the worker, the informal sector often becomes a necessity and the only source of entrepreneurship, emerging from attachment to traditions, respect of the family or clan solidarity, from the village level, failure by public authorities to satisfy basic needs of citizens and to bridge the gaps in social policies and institutional framework. Within the informal sector is of particular importance to the activities collection of savings and loans, you can then locate a real informal financial sector. Government controls, limits on interest rates, the roof on the amount of loans, guarantees, administrative and bureaucratic costs are high it constraints the formal sector away credit from its potential market, leaving a huge gap between demand and supply of credit. In this context, the informal financial sector. It‘s important to note that the informal financial sector has its own organization and is characterized by its institutions, some of the traditional kind, which have failed to improve and grow over time, other created ex novo sometimes inspired by foreign models.
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2.3 ROOTS OF MICROFINANCE: MONEYLENDERS ROSCAS AND CREDIT COOPERATIVES Even without microfinance, poor household‘s lack of collateral does not mean a complete lack of access to financial intermediation. To the contrary, poor households typically have multiple credit sources in village economies, as well as informal ways to save and insure. In paragraphs below, we are going to see actors and roots that take to development of microfinance. 2.3.1 Credit Union The origins of credit unions can be attributed to Germany with the advent of Raifferssen company in the 19th century. Friedrich w. Raiffeissen created the institutions credit unions as charitable organizations to aid poor people. They tended toward the goal of making the poor self-sufficient and capable of producing an income; these institution had great success and expand quickly throughout Europe. The underlying



philosophy is that the credit needs of



the



participants can



be



met through a mutual assistance of members belonging to the union. They operate in different countries and in different areas of the world, serving a large number of people belonging of different social and economic states offering a wide
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range of financial products and services, such as loans, savings and insurance services. Credit unions have almost the same rules everywhere. In general there are two types, depending on the individuals that compose it: those close-bond and those open-bond. In the first case, the members belong to the same undertaking, or perform the same work. In the second case, the Union is based on an existing village or community and each member of the same can take part. In developing countries, the prevailing type is to open-bond, given the need to have a sufficient number of members to collect financial resources likely to make the Credit Union, sustainable and competitive. The potential of credit unions, as intermediary financial services is often ignored today due to the failure in the' 70 – ' 80. In fact, during that period international donors, such as the U.S. Agency for International Development, used credit unions as channels to give credit to poor in rural areas, without credit concessions. In addition, external donor support weakened credit unios making them dependent on funding received. The importance of saving collection was ignored because of the ability of poor to repay and guarantees for ensuring proper compensation. When the insolvency rate increased, donors stopped funding of Credit Unions, which relied too much on subsidies which they received; so inevitably the unions were short-lived. The resulting restructuring of credit unions, however, has turned into viable microfinance
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institutions that reach customers with a low or middle income through various financial products and credit interest rates lower than other non-governmental microfinance institutions (Richardson and Lennon 2001).



2.3.2 Moneylenders Professionals moneylenders are a significant source of loans in developing countries, especially in Asia (Adams, 1992). Typically loans made by them are short duration and are granted without asking collateral to customers. Most of the usurers operates on a small scale at the level of their village and grants loans to no more than five individuals together. Interest rates are high compared to other institutions where you could get credit, but the disbursement of the loan is immediate and transaction costs are minimal. The main advantage of moneylenders is constituted by information they accumulate about their customers through daily contact, generally having personal relationships with those who lend money. The particularity of the relationships built with customers and the importance of the accumulated information, explains why the loans are granted to a small number of people
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2.3.3 Self Help Group (Shg) Self Help Group that will be a central part of the discussion of this thesis are groups of people who agree to pay periodic sums of money, collected in a common fund, are used primarily for the benefit of members themselves. To better understand their essential traits we can cluster into three categories:







Welfare groups (WG),







Rotating Savings and Credit Associations(ROSCAs),







Accumulating Savings and Credit Associations (ASCAs)



Welfare Groups do not intermediate funds but provide financial support for members and their next of kin in the case of illness, death etc. ROSCAs( As we just said) and ASCAs facilitate saving and lending between members . They are similar to each other in the sense that there are both voluntary and independent groups with their own rules, and no outside organisation has control over them. The central difference between ASCAs and ROSCAs is that each time a ROSCA group meets and savings are collected, the whole pot is then immediately redistributed in the same meeting to one or several members of the groups. ASCAs by contrast lend the funds to willing borrowers and charge interest. The interest paid
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on the loans then accumulates in the group fund. At the end of the year ASCA members often divide all or part of the profits (from interest payments) to the members. The majority of investment groups have invested in a joint income generating project, business or property. However, as we said before, there‘s not much differences between them so whenever we‘ll talk about SHG we mean both.



2.3.4 Rosca2 ROSCAs provide an alternative solution to Moneylenders and Credit Cooperative, based on pooling resources with a broad group of neighbors and friends. It‘s hard to determine the origin of Rotating savings and credit association (hence forth ROSCA)(Kumar 2005). Various incarnations of roscas have been existence in different parts of the world with local names like Totine in Cameroon and Senegal, Esusu in Nigeria, Stokvel in South Africa, Bishi and Chit Fund in India. (Bouman, 1994) Besley et al. (1993) rightly suggest that ―rosca constitute one of a number of institutions... whose existence is pervasive in developing economics.‖



2



ROSCA will be a central part of these research, and we are going to focus more also in 4.5
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What has made it a pervasive is its simple and intuitive guidelines which make very little demand on the intellectual capability of the participants. This levels the playing field for participants from all background and intellectual capability. ROSCA is a group of persons paying a pre-agreed sum to a saving pot each period. The pot collected each period is then assigned to a winner, who is determined either randomly or by a bidding process. Of course, winner of the pot will be excluded from receiving the pot in the future. It terminates after each member has received the pot once. ROSCAs thus successfully take the bits of surplus funds that come into households and translate those bits into a large chunk that can be used to fund a major purchase. The clear benefit of ROSCA is that it provides every members access to other member‘s saving. For instance, if a members desires to acquire an indivisible good, by joining the ROSCA, she can expect to attain it earlier than if she had chosen to save all by herself. (Besley et al., 1993) The obvious limitation of a ROSCA is that the saving pot is only as deep as the pockets of its members. In its pure form, even though the ROSCA is an invaluable traditional institution that allows the poor to smooth their consumption, its scope as tool for alleviating poverty remains severely constrained.
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The easiness has advantages. The life of a ROSCA has a clear beginning and end, accounting is straightforward (one onIy has to keep track of who has received the pot already and who is in line to do so), and storage of funds is not required since money goes straight from one person's pocket into another's. ROSCAs come in a number of differences, and each has consequences for what the ROSCA offers, how it stays together, and who is attracted to join. Main differences involve the way groups regulate who gets the pot. The order of receipt may be predetermined and unchanging from cycle to cycle, the order may be chosen randomly at the beginning of each cycle, or, in a third twist, members may be allowed to bid for a given pot, rather than simply waiting their turn (e.g., this is the main form found in Taiwan; see Levenson and Besley 1996, and Calomiris and Rajaraman 1998). Like moneylenders, ROSCAs are very much local institutions. Like many microfinance models, both ROSCAs and credit cooperatives involve groups. But ROSCAs, which are simpler, are built on informal understandings among friends and acquaintances, while cooperatives typically have a formal constitution and a degree of legal status. Understanding the way these two institutions function thus paves the way for understanding group lending in microfinance (i.e., how groups
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can help to reduce costs, mobilize funds, improve monitoring, and deploy informal community-based enforcement mechanisms). 2.3.5Friends, Relatives And Neighbors The loan from friends, relatives and neighbors is perhaps the most common form of loan in the informal sector, both in terms of numbers, and level of transaction value. In some countries these loans make up half or more of informal loans. Many of these loans do not provide nor an interest, nor a collateral, can be large or small, have different term of repayment. The most important feature of these loans is reciprocity: the expectation that, in future, the debtor is today able to grant a loan to the creditor, if these needs. Reciprocity is an important form of containment of risk and uncertainty through strong interpersonal ties. In many parts of Africa, for example, are common loans between father and son and wife and husband (Adams, 1992).



2.4 GRAMEEN BANK- A NEW METHOD OF DOING BUSINESS Actors, analyzed until now are foundational to understanding the process that led to the formation of the first Bank of microcredit: the Grameen bank. Before analyze the characteristics of this banking model, it‘s useful to take a step back to see the economic situation in the years 70 plagued Bangladesh.
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In 1976, the country's socio-economic conditions had much criticism (frequent natural disasters, structural poverty, malnutrition, high population density and illiteracy), an economic structure heavily damaged by the conflict with Pakistan3, a fragile political system and a reconstruction that hardly dared to go.(Wahid 1993) Certainly, Western countries and international agencies sought to revive the fortunes of the country, sending aid and providing technical assistance, but local managers were not able to use the resources available to them to recreate the socio-economic infrastructure and to improve the living conditions of the poor masses. 2.4.1 Muhammad Yunus: a Key figure In those difficult years, Muhammad Yunus, Professor of Chittagong, felt that it was necessary to find a new economic formula to get out of the vicious circle of poverty. It was necessary to grant credit, to the dispossessed that populated the rural areas; It was necessary to reach "the poorest". The mainly idea was born in 1976, the Grameen Bank: a "new" bank: original and unique in its kind. Over its existence the Grameen Bank has "caused" massive changes in the lives of thousands of people. Perhaps for the first time, "we have witnessed an unprecedented



3



Bangladesh has achieved independence from Pakistan on 16 December 1971, after nine months of the war; huge losses, both human and material.
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transfer of technology, from the third world to the developed countries; and what is transferred is nothing less than a way to make disappear poverty from the face of the Earth‖(Yunus 1997). Yunus strongly wanted to put these people into a self-sufficient position allowing them ―to live and no longer survive‖. The economic Professor was convinced that it was enough to give "the poorest" small sums of money and let them to use the knowledge that they had already. The loan, however, should not be linked any collateral (basic difference between Grameen Bank and a traditional banks). The Grameen Bank did not become soon a tangible reality. Initially, Yunus became a guarantor of 42 families so that they managed to obtain small loans. However, bureaucratic difficulties and the long waiting time made this ineffective solution. Finally in 1978, the Bangladesh Krishi Bank authorized the opening of a branch which made operating the Professor project. Beyond all, these customers "unreliable" made reimbursements regularly, proving to be more "safe" rather many rich. The program was extended to other villages, and later to other districts. Soon, Yunus presented to the Government's proposal to create a bigger credit Institute and, finally, in October 1983 the Grameen Bank was born officially: a legal independent bank. In later years the numbers have grown incredibly and, to date, the branches are more than 1000, the villages reached more than 37,000 customers and more than
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2,000,000. So far, the amount of the loans exceeds 3,000 billion lire and the recovery rate is around 98%; many commercial banks, among the most important worldwide do not reach a high percentage of refunds, while having a "bankable". 2.4.2 The peculiarities of the "Grameen model" and the requirements to enter the program The Grameen Bank is the result of courageous choices, choices that have to direct its initiative towards the "landless" (a target virtually unknown until that time), and to decide not to interfere in choices of customers, especially those concerning the activities to be undertaken with the help of the loan. The type of clientele and politics "minimalist‖ 4 are not, however, the unique peculiarity of the Bank. Moreover Grameen has an important requirement to grant a loan: customers must be obligatorily groups. An individual can get the loan only if it finds four others (arranged also to ask one), from households and similar socioeconomic conditions5.



4



The Grameen Bank follows a "minimalist" policy in the sense that only the mini-loan are funding, without intervening in decisions about the type of activities that the customer chooses to take.



5



Only after many attempts (and many errors), the bank was able to determine the ideal size of the groups: the first, in fact, consisted of 10 people, but they were difficult to manage and inefficient.; So they decided to put in groups five members.
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Groups are formed exclusively by people of the same sex, even if from different villages. Each group elects, among its members, a chairperson and a secretary who have accounts managing task. The loan is not granted simultaneously to all members: typically, the two most needy receive first money; others, meanwhile, check that everything proceeds according to rules because only in this way they get access to loan too. Meetings between members occur in a predetermined day of the week and become a moment to share comments and to review the group activity progress. The meeting involved a Bank officer who public administrate all operations and the related threads: decisions are taken on a consensual basis. One innovative aspect is that officers move in direction of clients and not vice versa. Other important innovation that characterize Grameen it‘s is simple interest rate(not compound as in Commercial Banks)6., which is 20%; Compared with that one applied by some NGOs is quite high., but it‘s in any case, much lower than that one required by the "private money lenders" that lend money at rates going from 120% to 3,000%.



6



This is the same rate adopted by other banks in the country for agricultural loans. The interest would be 8, 12%, since the payment is amortized over 50 weeks.
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Another typical element is the total duration of the loan: 52 weeks (one year). Even if there is short amount of time, small, even tiny reimburse payments are done weekly (roughly equivalent to 2% of the amount of the loan). Client begins to repay the sum due from the second week: in this way, free from the psychological pressure which can cause the idea of having to repay it all in a single installment, clients begin to acquire confidence in itself (Yunus 1995). With the first 50 rate, clients have to re-pay capital and with the last two rates they have to pay interests. Currently, the average loan is around 120-130 thousand lire, but it‘s a figure that tends to grow. After a "diligent" refund is possible for clients to repeat the procedure and ask for a more substantial sum; this is called ―Progressive Lending‖ which is at the same time a method to avoid client‘s delinquency. Results are excellent: the poor do not give guarantees, but always reimburse. From the beginning, the Grameen Bank has registered a rate of recovery of credits "extraordinarily and surprisingly high‖ (Volpi 1998): 98%. After many years (and in particularly difficult periods), the repayment rate has remained at very high levels. Many have tried to explain why these results. Yunus, itself, believes that at the base of the resounding success achieved by the "Bank of the poor" there is, firstly, the psychology of recipients of the loan: access to credit represents an opportunity for the
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poor to escape from the difficult living conditions which are forced, an alternative from moneylenders, a chance to defend.



2.4.3 Overcoming Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection However the great success of Microfinance is based on the asymmetric information overcoming, made possible by joint liability: a key innovation responsible for the rapid growth in credit markets for the poor. Ghatak and Guinnane (1998) review the literature by recognizing four motivations through which group liability helped to improve repayment: 1. Overcoming adverse



selection:



determining the riskiness of borrowers



(Ghatak (1999; 2000), N‘Guessan and Laffont (2000), and Sadoulet (2000)) or by the insurance effect that results from diversification even if borrowers do not know other group members well (Armendariz de Aghion and Gollier (2000)), 2. Overcoming ex-ante moral hazard: ensuring that the funds will be used properly (Stiglitz (1990) and Laffont and Rey (2000)) 3. Increase monitoring: ensuring that the borrower tells the truth in case of default about her ability to pay,
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4. Overcoming ex-post moral hazard (voluntary default): enforcing repayment if the borrower is reluctant to pay (Besley and Coate (1995)). Group liability contracts can lead to higher repayment because borrowers have better information about each other‘s types, can better monitor each other‘s investment, and may be able to impose powerful non-pecuniary social sanctions at low cost The conditions applied by the Grameen Bank represent a further element in support of the high repayment rate. Over the years, the original system developed by the Bank has confirmed its effectiveness.



The reimbursement mechanism, it‘s extremely



simple, understandable (very important) to most users: loans with a maturity of one year; weekly sections of the same amount; payments started after a week from the granting of the loan; interest rate of 20%7; shares of repayment of 2% (per week) for 50 weeks. Last key point, that will be very important for our research it regards gender: women account for about 94% of customers Grameen; this no doubt represents one of the central points of the Grameen model. According to Yunus infact, the explanation of the success obtained by Grameen is to be found in the significant participation of women: Grameen Bank initially tried to



7



A loan amount of 1000 taka for example, provides weekly interest shares amounting to 2 taka.
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lend to both men and women at equal rates, women presently make up 95 percent of the bank‘s clients. Women continue to make up 75 percent (Bateman 2010) of all microcredit recipients worldwide. Exclusive lending to women began in the 1980s when Grameen Bank found that women have higher repayment rates, and tend to accept smaller loans than men. Subsequently, many microcredit institutions have used the goal of empowering women to justify their disproportionate loans to women. This paragraph has demonstrated theoretically how limited joint liability group lending reduces interest rates and improves welfare in a setting with poor borrowers who are unable to offer collateral for bank loans (Andersen 2000). However there are still many criticisms about group lending method which are given by the fact that that microfinance institutions tend to prefer individual loans over group loans when the size of a loan is small, refinancing costs are low, and competition is intense. Currently, microfinance institutions obtain increasingly better access to capital markets. Moreover, competition among microfinance institutions increases steadily. Given a continuation of these trends, our analysis predicts that individual lending schemes will become more important in the microfinance industry in the future (Lehner 2008).
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2.5 POVERTY AND MICRO-CREDIT ACTUAL SITUATION As you can see from the time map, at the end of the thesis in the annex 1, microcredit has done a long way since its birth in 1976. As of December 31, 2009, 3,589 microcredit institutions reported reaching 190,135,080 clients, 128,220,051 of whom were among the poorest when they took their first loan. Of these poorest clients, 81.7 percent, or 104,694,115, are women. Institutional Action Plans were submitted by 723 microfinance institutions (MFIs) in 2010. Together, these 723 institutions account for 94.6 percent of the poorest clients reported; this means that 94.6 percent of the data reported is current, being just over one year old when this report is published. A large part of this growth has come from the ability of microfinance institutions (MFIs) to reach massive scale. In 2001, five of the MFIs reporting to the Microcredit Summit Campaign had one million or more clients living on less than $1.25 a day, and together they reached 8.5 million poorest clients. In 2009, 10 institutions reported one million or more clients living on less than $1.25 a day, and together they reached 3.4 million poorest clients.
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Figure 12: Presence of MFI in the world Source: Microcredit Summit Campaign Report (2009) As you can see from figure 12, most MFI are located in Asia (84%), and this is not surprising: Microfinance is born in Bangladesh and is developing mostly in these area. In all Africa are located only 8% of the Institution and these mean that Microfinance is only at starting point in this content. Accelerated growth has been particularly evident over the last 12 years (from 1998 onwards): the number of microfinance beneficiaries has increased more than 12 times and the number of organizations providing microfinance services more than 10 times. On the investment side, microfinance investment intermediaries have developed from
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nothing in 1994 to an estimated 122 investment vehicles and other actors in 2009, representing an asset class worth approximately $8.2.billion. 2.5.1 Poverty and Micro-credit evidence About Microcredit and the impact this has on poverty it was very discussed recently, among the greatest researchers around the world. Opinions are very mixed in this regard; not being one of the central topics of this research, but considering the debate anyway important, I consider the results of the study, among many selected for review, that reported, more than other, direct positive effects of microfinance programs on poverty. Khandker‘s 2005 article ―Micro-Finance and Poverty Evidence Using Panel Data from Bangladesh Shahidur R. Khandker” try to estimate the longrun impacts of micro-finance on household consumption and poverty in Bangladesh, based on household survey data collected in 1991/92 and 1998/99. Benefiting from a microfinance program, unlike other transfer schemes, requires not only an individual's own entrepreneurship but also a favorable local market. Earlier estimates suggest that micro-finance can contribute to consumption at a rate of 18 percent in the case of female borrowing and at 11 percent in the case of male borrowing. Of course, this is a short-term impact and, hence, may be short-lived. it‘s possible that the proportion of program participants enjoying the benefits of micro-
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finance is very small and that the impacts of their accrued benefits on the overall economy are small as well and may not be sustainable over time. Based on the consumption data and the poverty line consumption, Khandker found that aggregate moderate poverty has declined from 83 percent in 1991/92 to 66 percent in 1998/99 (17 percent points overall reduction over seven years). The reduction in the incidence of moderate poverty was 20 percent points among program participants compared to 15 percent points among target non-participants. The aggregate level of extreme poverty was 45 percent in 1991/92 compared to 33 percent in 1998/99 (overall reduction of 12 percent points). At the same time, extreme poverty decreased by 19 percent points among program participants, 13 percent points among target nonparticipants and 5 percent points among the non-target group. The levels of consumption (food, non-food, and overall) had also increased for program participants over this period, as well as the non-land asset So The results are resounding: micro-finance matters a lot for the very poor borrowers and also for the local economy. In particular, micro-finance programs matter a lot to the poor in raising per capita consumption, mainly on non-food, as well as household non-land asset. This increases the probability that the program participants may be able to lift themselves out of poverty.
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2.5.2 Poverty and Micro-credit criticism Despite the very positive results reported by Khandker, as I said previously there are many criticism which are generally based on four main categories: The first is the role of credit and microfinance in the development processes. Credit initiatives of mutual and credit cooperative, such historically experienced in different European realities in the late 19th and early 20th century 8 , have been successful because are placed in a context of overall development, at the continental level, and in an economy transformation of the industrial sector. The second groups regards microcredit initiatives, born as informal financial support to weak economy, and ended up working for profit and have become later components of formal credit economy. This critic is very consistent with this thesis. This phenomenon is called from recent literature ―mission drift‖ and tries to explain the departure from the original mission: Armendáriz (2009) explained as a phenomenon whereby an MFI increases its average loan size by reaching out wealthier clients neither for progressive lending nor for cross subsidization reasons. Thus, mission drift may arise because MFIs might find it profitable to reach out to



8



As we saw previously in 2.3.1
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wealthier individuals while at the same time crowding out poor clients. Mission drift can only appear when the announced mission is not aligned with the MFI actual maximization objective. Because this is often the case as a large majority of MFIs tend to maximize outreach, our definition has the advantage of being a rather easily observable outcome, which can be potentially measured empirically. Another interesting study (Roy Mersland (2009)) find that the average loan size has not increased in the industry(of microfinance) as a whole, nor is there a tendency towards more individual loans or a higher proportion of lending to rural customers. Regressions show that an increase in average profit and average cost tends to increase average loan and the other drift measures. A part from this, we could conclude that, in general tendency reviewed by numerous microfinance institutions is to extend larger average loan sizes in the process of scaling–up. In short, we can simply write down the famous sentence of J-LMotchaneof the University of Paris VII: “Microcredit as a source of profits, here's the great discovery of last years” This is very close, to my critic, and very consistent with this thesis. The third group concern Randomize evaluation studies which find mixed evidence: these findings(Duflo 2009) suggest that microcredit does have important effects on business outcomes and the composition of household expenditure.
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these effects differ for different households, Existing business owners appear to use microcredit to expand their businesses: durables spending (i.e. investment) increases. Then Duflo divided Household (who did not own a business when the program began)in low and high propensity to start a business. The first do not increase durables spending, but do increase nondurable (e.g. food) consumption, consistent with using microcredit to pay down more expensive debt or borrow against future income. The others, on the other hand, reduce nondurable spending, and in particular appear to cut back on .temptation goods, such as alcohol, tobacco, lottery tickets and snacks eaten outside the home, presumably in order to finance an even bigger initial investment than could be paid for with just the loan. While microcredit succeeds in affecting household expenditure and creating and expanding businesses, these studies show no effect on education, health, or women‘s empowerment. Of course, after a longer time, when the investment impacts (may) have translated into higher total expenditure for more households, it is possible that impacts on education, health, or women empowerment would emerge. However, at least in the short-term (within 15-18 months), microcredit does not appear to be a recipe for changing education, health, or women decision-making. Last groups concern studies which find no evidence between microfinance and growth. Morris and Barnes (2005) attempted to provide an overall assessment of the
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impact of microfinance, and examined the impacts of three microfinance programs in Uganda (FINCA, FOCCAS, and PRIDE). Utilizing survey data collected via random sample from each of the three program areas (for both program clients and non‐ clients), baseline data was first collected in the winter of 1997, and then the survey was repeated in the winter of 1999 to assess impact. The researchers did not find that microfinance programs help to alleviate poverty in program areas, though results from these impact studies indicated positive impacts of these microfinance programs on both program participants‘ entrepreneurial business endeavors and within their own households.



2.6 FINANCIAL INCLUSION KENYA Everything we talked about until now is very useful to understand Kenyan situation which we are going to talk about now. The beginning of this paragraph starts with a short outline of the emergence of microfinance in Kenya, clarifying which agencies have played a critical role in boosting micro-finance as an industry in this country. To give an idea of the diversity of players in the field of micro-finance in Kenya, a typology of micro-finance agencies and then an overview of service delivery approaches are provided.
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Micro finance is a recent phenomenon in Kenya, with some agencies starting about 20 or so years ago but the sector gaining the status of an industry only in the last 10 years. The Government of Kenya has indirectly provided a boost to the microfinance sector. During 1992-1994, has been implementing a Structural Adjustment Program which has resulted in the liberalization of the economy. To counter the possible initial negative social impacts of the liberalization process, the Government of Kenya identified areas and project needing external donor support, including small-scale and micro enterprises. Lack of access to credit was considered a major bottleneck for entrepreneurial development. The international donor community responded generously. Microfinance agencies (in particular client-based ones) became donor darlings. A conservative estimate is that the micro-finance industry has received a total of USD 80 million 9 Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme (K-REP) can be considered the pioneer of NGO micro-finance in Kenya. K-Rep, which as
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A large part of these donor grants has been invested in two, now leading, micro-finance agencies: Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme (K-REP) and Kenya Women Finance Trust (KWFT). K-REP reports to have received USD 23 million or more in its life-time (see Annex J) whereas KWFT reports that it has received Ksh 411 million (or about USD 6 million) in the period 1995- 2001
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Government programme will be discuss more in deep 3.3; we will go in deep in whole story of this program then became a famous Bank. 2.6.1 Types of microfinance agencies in Kenya This paragraph is very important for research because it allows us to understand how we clustered financial groups. It is perhaps from this young age of the microfinance sector that there are still many unresolved issues: what is currently termed as micro finance constitutes a diverse range of practitioners, practices and body of knowledge. Depending on the purpose, two approaches are generally used to categorize the different providers of micro finance services in Kenya. The first and most commonly used one is on the basis of formality where providers are categorized as formal or informal depending of the extent to which the provider is registered and regulated under formal law and transactions are governed under the various statutes of the law of contract or rather by self-regulation or group-based rules. The second method is based on the customer/provider relationship in the management and ownership of the financial service-providing entity. Under this categorization, micro finance providers could be dichotomized into client-based micro finance agencies (CMFAs) and member-based microfinance agencies (MMFAs).
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In this table is possible to see both approaches first described:



However, at first we will describe the first approach because it‘s the least used and then we will focus and use the second. Client-based microfinance agencies comprise of all microfinance providers, formal or informal, where customers are not also owners of the institution, have little direct involvement in the management of the institution, and do not have a share in the returns made by the institution. These include about 130 Non-Governmental Organizations, a small number of commercial banks and private companies as well as hundred thousands of informal microfinance providers, such as traders, shopkeepers, specialized money lenders, family and friends. By mid-1999, it was estimated that the formal segment of this category comprised of 86 institutions, with a total of 134,612 active clients and a loan portfolio of Kshs 2.5 billion (K-REP, 1999).
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Member-based microfinance agencies comprise of formal and informal mechanisms where resources are mobilized from members, management of the arrangement is in the hands of members and it‘s members who constitute the main target group for service provision. The formal segment of this largely comprise of both urban and rural Savings and Credit Cooperatives estimated to number 4,000 by mid 1999 with a combined total of 2.9 mil- lion members, an outstanding loan portfolio of Kshs 22 billion, and savings deposits standing at Kshs 29 billion However as we said the first categorization is the most used. For convenience we will divide further formal: formal sector and other formal. The formal segment include users of banks, Postbank and insurance services, while the segment of the other formal include users of MFI and SACCO10 services – as these are non regulated and supervised entities (at least until recently) – as well as users of money transfer operators (MTO), including M-PESA 11users, a cell-phone based transaction service offered by Safaricom, a telecom and thus nonfinancial corporation.
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The SACCO system is a mutual membership organization. .Credit is usually based on three times the level of savings/shares. SACCOs are regulated by the Co-operatives Societies Act. SACCO societies respond to people‘s need for food and food production, housing, education, small enterprise, transport, medical care, clothing and expenses in marriage, birth and death. Additionally, they instill thrift, self-reliance, democratic principles, social concern, leadership and management. SACCOs have grown rapidly over the years.
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We will discuss M-Pesa In the 4 Chapter
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The informal segment denotes users of ROSCAs and other group savings or credit activities, while the excluded include people relying purely on friends or family for their financial service needs or not using any financial service at all. 2.6.2 Use Of Financial Service: An Overview Of Last Years In this paragraph I‘m going to give a short overview about the financial Kenyan situation; however at first it is useful to compare these economic analysis with situation of other African country showed similar characteristic.



Figure 13: Access strands across African countries Source: FinMark Trust
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The use of formal financial services in Kenya is at similar levels as in other East African countries, but below that in several countries in Southern Africa. Kenya has a higher share of population using formal financial services (21.5%) than Tanzania and Uganda, but also Zambia, where this proportion is below 20%, but a lower share than in Botswana, Namibia and South Africa, where this share is above 40%. The share of population that uses non-bank formal but not bank services is relatively high (with 15%) – mostly driven by M-PESA – and higher than in the other African countries for which we have such data. The share of population that is completely excluded from any formal or informal financial service is lower in Kenya (34%) than in any other country except for South Africa, suggestive of the strong role that informal and other formal arrangements play in Kenya (Porteous (2007)).
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Figure 14: Credit Access 2006-2009 Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 From figure 14 we notice how the use of formal and other formal financial services has increased between 2006 and 2009. 12 Comparing the financial access between 2006 and 2009, we note a significant increase in the use of formal bank and other formal financial services. While in 2006, 18.5% of the population used formal financial services – banks, Postbank and insurance companies – 22.6% do so in 2009. The share of the population that uses only other formal financial services – MFIs, SACCOs and M-PESA– increased from 8.1% in 2006 to 17.9% in 2009. On the other hand, the proportion of the population with access to only informal financial services, decreased from 35% to 26.8% and the share of the population excluded from any financial service decreased from 38.3% to 32.7%. This suggests a pushing out of the access frontier, especially among the non-bank formal financial services. Considering the absolute shares of population using other formal and informal financial services, we note that the use of other formal financial services has
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Data provided by FSD comparison 2006-2009
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more than doubled between 2006 and 2009 (from 16.3% to 36%), while the use of informal financial services has not significantly changed. Most people using formal financial services also use informal financial services, with newly banked complementing not substituting for informal financial services. According to the 2009 survey, 58.5% of users of formal financial services and 47.2% of users of other formal financial services also use informal financial services. This overlap is stronger among women than men, while there is little difference between urban and rural Kenya. As the comparable numbers in 2006 were 56.4 and 37.7, this suggests that the additional users of other formal financial services in 2009, such as M-PESA, have maintained their informal financial relationships.



2.7 MY EXPERIENCE IN NAIROBI Until now my research has tried to show a global situation of access to credit in Kenya. This last part will describes my personal experience in Kenya during the months of June and July 2011. I moved to Nairobi at the Kivuli Centre in Dagoretti area (see Annex 11). Kivuli Centre was established in 1997 to provide a protected site to 60 former street children, who live in residential are.
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Practitioners and educators try to help 70 boys aiming to reintegrate them into their original families. Today the Centre is an important place available to all poor people who live in neighborhoods of Riruta and Kawangware. Activities linked with rescue center are: The medical dispensary, pharmacy, library, a computer school, and sports. This Centre is situated in one of the biggest slums in Nairobi (See annex 11). But one step before I want to tell why my research led me over the years approach closer to microcredit reality. While I was in Italy, I was excited by a model (the one provided by Yunus) which I described before that despite the controversies that I tried to mention, seemed to be a veritable magical solution to problems of poverty that afflict the whole of Africa, and on the other hand, the data provided by the Kenyan Government, which showed me that more than 40% of people was completely excluded from credit and another big portion was included only in informal mechanisms. Microcredit, in my point view, was not only that way to reduce asymmetric information (Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection), but at the same time manages to do so without relying on charity or solidarity (See introduction). Everything is within the laws of the free market. Anyway, during my stay in Nairobi I tried to explain through surveys and research why microcredit is not working properly in Kenya.
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Chapter 3 was ironically called a microloan for few selected, i.e. in this part I‘ll try to talk about formal economy and why is actually far away from the poorest segment of the population. In Chapter 4 and 5 instead I‘ll focus on the informal access to credit which is predominantly composed by SHG and MGR; which even though they are not regulated and difficult to spot, they are actually serving a great number of people much broader than microcredit institutions does.
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CHAPTER 3 A MICROCREDIT FOR FEW SELECTED 3.1 CONTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS AND MFIS



In this chapter we will focus on the formal sector, in particular the banking one; we will try at first to understand how big is the formal market segment in Kenya, how has grown in recent years and then we‘ll try to understand the major issues related to it. To do this we will be supported by some data provided by FSD Kenya, which is an independent trust, working to support the development of financial markets in Kenya as a means to stimulate wealth creation and reduce poverty. Mr. David Ferrand, one of the FSD Director, which I personally met during my staying in Kenya was very kindly to give me these data, which are very important to understand the situation of access to credit in recent years. As you can see from table 2 the banking segment extended considerably between 2005 and 2008. The quantity of deposit accounts improved by 3.9 million, up from 2.5 million at end of 2005, to 6.4 million accounts at the end of 2008, an impressive growth of 152 percent. Deposits improved 71 percent, from Ksh. 560 billion
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equivalent to 36 percent of GDP to Ksh. 864 billion, equivalent to 41 percent of GDP. The branch network has also extended considerably. Banks opened 312 new branches, which expanded the network from 534 to 887 branches, representing a 60 percent expansion. The ATM infrastructure expanded fourfold, from 323 units to 1,325 units. Staff employed doubled from 12600 to 25,400.



Table 2: Selected bank expansion indicators, 2005- 2008. Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 The development in accounts has mostly been driven by four banks considered by the Central Bank as microfinance oriented, namely Equity, Cooperative Bank, K-Rep and Family Bank. These have accounted for 80 percent of the progression in accounts, with Equity Bank alone accounting for 67 percent. This growth is reflected primarily
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in transactions accounts, which registered 1.5 million customers, marginally more than the total number of new customers, while the number of traditional savings account remained virtually unchanged in absolute terms. The number of bank account holders with ATM cards grew 120 percent from an estimated 1 million to 2.2 million, which translates into an increase from 40 percent to 57 percent of bank customers. Notably, a number of banks have also introduced ―ATM only‖ accounts. Admission to bank credit improved marginally, from 1.7 percent to 2.3 percent of the population, and lending to women increased more than lending to men. The bias in lending towards the formal wage employed, in particular public sector workers, increased. One third of public sector employers had outstanding bank loans in 2009, up from 18 percent in 2006. Put differently, a public sector employee was 15 times more likely to get a bank loan than other customers in 2009, up from 11 times in 2006. There is also a notable improvement in access to bank credit by entrepreneurs. With manufacturers reporting bank credit increased from 0.3 percent, way below the national average, to 4.5 percent, about twice the national average. Geographical distribution of bank credit has also improved. In 2006, 5.5 percent of Nairobi residents had bank credit, more than double the number at the Coast, which was the next highest province. In 2009, Nairobi was down to 4.5 percent, while all the other provinces had registered improved access, with the exception of the Coast Province
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which remained the same. Geographically, commercial banks had the major gains in Nairobi and Kenya‘s Central province, the regions where access already had been highest. The proportion of people with bank accounts in Nairobi rose from 30 percent to 43 percent. In the Central Province, the proportion rose from 18 percent to 31 percent. However, this does not translate into an increase in access, as the gains by banks were offset by SACCOs and the Postbank, which combined lost about the same percentage in both provinces. Even if there seems to be an increase in access to banks and MFIs, distribution of credit remains very low. Moreover, the better accessibility of bank credit appears to target user lending to public sector employees. These data reflect the current situation of MFI/COMMERCIAL BANK in Kenya. MFI name



Loan portfolio, gross



Number of active borrowers



BIMAS



2,631,820



10,353



ECLOF-KEN



4,353,162



16,902



Equity Bank



818,101,516



715,969



Faulu - KEN



39,643,494



102,371



Jamii Bora



9,568,460



79,194



Juhudi Kilimo



983,400



3,562



K-Rep



71,128,108



67,987



KADET



6,288,097



17,358



MCL



1,707,723



—
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MFI name



Loan portfolio, gross



Number of active borrowers



Micro Africa



2,146,539



3,225



Opportunity Kenya



3,377,015



6,758



PAWDEP



8,207,836



27,624



Riverbank



28,639



—



SMEP



12,385,069



85,678



UBK 86,715 — Table 3: List of MFI and Commercial Bank in Kenya Source: Mixmarket.org



Two of the institutions transformed into a bank to collect deposit and offer other banking K-rep (Which we are going to see in deep later in this chapter) and Equity. As number of clients and gross loan portfolio we can see that the largest institute are Equity Bank, K-REP, and Faulu. The last two banks will be discuss in detail later in this chapter.



3.2 MEETING WITH AMFI During my first approach with the shopkeepers of Dagoretti I realized immediately that this huge increase in the financial sector which was in great voice declaimed by Kenyan Government was actually not so obvious.
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Even if in the previous paragraphs



13



I showed significative increasing in formal



finance, I think that this data represent only a part of reality. Aspects that without need of investigation were immediately evident while I was in Nairobi, were the great distrust of the people against banks and then the low penetration of banking services within slums and the almost total absence of banks in the territory where I was, both of these two aspects will be discussed and addressed later in this chapter. This prompted me to ask numerous appointments with the various directors of credit institutions, to try to understand the situation. One of the first meetings was with the Senior Manager of AMFI (The Association of Microfinance Institution), Mr. Patrick Lumumba Senior Programs Officer & SPM Manager. In this section carry the interview with him and the information that I have been provided. In this section I report the interview with him and the information that I have been provided.
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In 3.1 I showed the FSD data. These research are made in collaboration with Governments and clearly showed an increasing of use of financial service
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3.2.1 So “What is AMFI”? The Association presently has 50 members serving more that 5 Million Small and Micro Enterprises throughout the Country. AMFI is governed by a General Assembly and gets her governance from a Board of Directors who are experienced practitioners of leading microfinance institutions in Kenya. The members elect the Board during an Annual General Meeting, held every year. An executive committee comprising the Chair Person, the Treasurer, the Secretary and three other Board Members provide general policy guidelines and directions to the Association. The Vision of AMFI is to be an all-inclusive and influential network of Micro Finance Institutions in Kenya that provide quality financial services to low income people. Its mission is to develop a microfinance framework that serves poor and low income people in Kenya. Its long term objective is to ensure that the microfinance legislation is passed by parliament and to increase membership in the network among Microfinance Institutions. Information on Outreach by AMFI Members:
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The total portfolio figures as at end of December 2010 as follows: Number of clients as at 2010



5, 156,080



Outstanding Portfolio 2010



Ksh 26, 291,865, 093



Number of Staff in sector



3,951



Total Assets



Ksh 331 B



Branch Network



1,056



Table 4: Amfi Network Source: Amfi Database 3.2.2 What AMFI do? Of course, activities related to AMFI are many; MR Lumuba provide me a long list of activities that AMFI did during the 2010. I just sum up them, so that is possible to have an idea about what AMFI usually do. The most important one is the organization of summit and events for microfinance development: last one has organized was the ―Africa and Middle East Regional Microcredit Summit‖ (7-10 April 2010 at KICC) This Summit brought together microcredit practitioners, advocates, educational institutions, donor agencies, international financial institutions, non-governmental organizations and other stakeholders. This was to promote best practices in the field,
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to stimulate the interchanging knowledge and to work towards reaching our goals. The summit attracted over 2,000 participants. Moreover another activity that AMFI do is related to Research on Agribusiness (Supported by Ford foundation). AMFI identified agricultural Microfinance as a significant remaining challenge to financial sectors that serve the majority of the small scale farmers and this spurred the Association to undertake a study on agriculture financing in Kenya. The purpose of the research was to determine the level of MFIs outreach in financing agriculture development, the types of Agrifinancial products and business development services offered and the bottlenecks. Probably one of the most useful activity is related to Data collection for the sector(which was very useful also for my research): The year witnessed a huge milestone with regards to data collection and gathering. The Communication and Reporting sub-committee was formulated by the members and among others; it ensures that all members submit quarterly reports on quality and quantity portfolio in a standardized format. It was also in the same consensus that the members agreed to report both Social and financial indicators. These data collection are related also with Quarterly Market Forecast: During the year 2010, AMFI in collaboration with SEEP Network continued to collect data for the industry dubbed, the ‗Quarterly Market Forecast‘. This will create a stronger
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forecast that will benefit the industry, the association and its members by representing the sector and creating a richer and more valuable source of information for all participants, and a noteworthy achievement for the year. 3.2.3 Why microfinance is not working properly in Kenya? ―There is a big infrastructure problem. Kenya has an extensive road network of approximately 95,000 miles connecting most parts of the country however, the current state of most roads is deplorable. Of the total 63,800 kilometers of highway, for example, only 8,868 kilometers are paved. The state-owned Kenya Railways Corporation (KR) manages Kenya's single-track railway system, which runs from Mombasa through Nairobi to the Ugandan border. As a result of heavy operational losses, there has been a steady deterioration in the KR's services. Not everyone is qualified for a loan. Most of them required education, training; most of them doesn‘t know what microfinance is, or even how to save money. Kenyan mentality is completely different from European one. Usually the iter is that when there is a rural area which is not easy accessible for us, we wait until some catholic NGO is establish there and the train people‖ Sorry, so you wait until NGO come into the new Area and do the training? ―Yes. For instance, there‘s a great Program called SILC (SAVINGS AND INTERNAL LENDING COMMUNITIES) which the main objective is to enable the
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economically active poor, especially women to develop their own reliable financial services and to support community self-reliance and resilience So we basically wait until there are good condition Infrastructure and trained people so that we can implement our network, otherwise the transaction cost would be to high and the MFIs would be not sustainable.‖ Recent statistic says that 40% are excluded from any Financial service what would you say about? ―Most of the people don‘t have a project. Most of them are unemployed, they are get used about it. But we are in the right way to reach always more people. Technology is giving a big push to the growth of financial service. Commercials bank also are coming down to give smaller loan and increase access of finance. Branch network is increasing every day, we are always closer to people, also if I think that branch enlarging is not the solution to problems of Kenya. Before getting here I was an officer for a bank (can‘t say which one). Every week I was in some different place: training collecting saving and then going back to bank branch. You don‘t need to open office everywhere people save/get loan even if they don‘t have a closer branch.
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But As I said t most binding constraint for people are not bank but people themselves that most of the time they don‘t have good project to present. So is important for them just to be trained and star t saving.‖ Those ideas were not properly what I expected: after the interview Mr Lumumba continued saying how Kenya was in a good direction and that in few years could reach the northern African country level. 3.2.4 Some Consideration About Amfi After the interview I just make few consideration: Why are poor households less likely to save in monetary forms, that is, through the banking system, than other households? One constraint is certainly the geographic distance to bank outlets. As Jith Jayaratne and Philip E. Strahan (1997) suggest once state branching restrictions were lifted, the efficiency of the banking system improved as the better banks expanded into new markets. Bank borrowers benefited from lower loan rates, while the overall economy grew faster as banks did a better job separating the good projects from the bad and monitoring firms after lending relationships had been established. State restrictions on interstate banking may have created similar constraints, although our statistical procedure has a harder time identifying such effects.
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Between the time of the 1969 nationalizations and the present, over 58,000 bank branches were opened in India; these new branches, as of March 2003, had mobilized over 9 trillion Rupees in deposits, which represent the overwhelming majority of deposits in Indian banks. This rapid expansion is attributable to a policy which required banks to open four branches in unbanked locations for every branch opened in banked locations (Duflo 2004). A large share of



the poor population in many developing countries is still



concentrated in rural areas, and banking systems in developing countries typically concentrate their branch network in urban areas. That geographic access can matter for monetary savings is shown by the analysis of a pseudo natural experiment in Mexico. Speciﬁcally, Aportela (1999) analyzed the results of the expansion of a government-owned Mexican savings institute in the early 1990s. This expansion happened only in some states, and there seems to be no signiﬁcant correlation of state characteristics with the expansion programs. Computing savings rates of low-income households from survey responses before and after the expansion started, Aportela shows that the expansion increased the savings rate of low income households—the ones targeted by the expansion in the ﬁrst place—but had no effect on high-income households. In addition, the increased ﬁnancial savings did not seem to crowd out
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other informal ways of savings: there was a positive net effect on the overall savings of the typical household. The importance of geographic proximity points to local savings banks and post ofﬁce networks as important tools for attracting savings —and microsavings Geographic distance is an important barrier to savings for many households by low-income households. So What Mr Lumuba was based on, is the development of technology that can help people to overcome distance; however lots of study, like the one cited before, tell us that physical building are still fundamental for the development of an economy. ―Kenya is in good direction and will reach in few years the other developed African economy‖; Well, I hope it so, but what my eyes have seen during my experience, is a completely different situation, where bank and progress in general are far away from poor people. A situation of duality which is slowing down Kenya and not let develop it. However this part will be discussed more in deep later, to demonstrate that Kenya is in wrong direction. ―One of the most important reasons why people are excluded from financial service is lack of project‖. If we shortly recall saving/investment constraint model (Rodrik 2008), growth diagnostics is a process of identifying the most ‗binding constraint‘ to economic growth where reform will yield the greatest return.
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A developing country that suffers from low growth is likely to suffer from the problem of low investment and entrepreneurial activity. In a saving constraint economy we would expect to observe a low level of domestic savings, real interest rates will be high, borrowers will be chasing after lenders, any (exogenous) increase in resource transfers from abroad will finance mainly investment rather than consumption and an abundance of investment opportunities that cannot be realized. If you ask entrepreneurs what they would invest in if you gave them $50 million, you would hear in response a long list of projects. . So let‘s have look to these parameter indicated by Rodrick: Real interest rates(figure 16) followed an upward trend from 1978 onwards and so did interest rate spreads reflecting the higher levels of uncertainty in the economy, the increasing number of non-performing loans and low investors‘ confidence. Domestic savings came tumbling down from a high of 27 percent of GDP in 1977 to a low 3 percent in the year 2000 (compared to about 15 percent average in sub-Saharan Africa). Gross capital formation followed a similar trend and from a high of 30 percent in 1978, fell to 12 percent in 2000(Legovini 2002. High real interest rates combined with high transaction costs and high business uncertainty resulted in low employment and slow output growth (IMF).
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Figure 16: Real interest rate Kenya Source: World Bank dataset High corruption (Svensson 2005), Monetary instability( Ndung‘u 2000), Poor human capital(Manda 2002), Poor infrastructure(Wasike 2001), Low property right(Nissanke and Aryeetey, 1995), are all factors combined with high interest rate and low domestic saving that let us think that Kenya is clearly a saving constraint economy and not an investment one(Dupas 2011). Not lack of projects. Although I completely disagree with his view of Kenya, the meeting with Mr Lumuba was very useful to start to get in touch with Kenya optimistic and short term mentality which is very complicated for me to understand.
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3.3 FAULU MEETING The second meeting was the first had with the Director of a bank is very important: Faulu which is a microfinance institution founded on Christian values which seeks to transform the lives of Kenyans by not only providing relevant financial solutions but also giving them a hope and a future. 3.3.1 How Was It Possible To Depart From Poor? The year was 1991 and Food for the Hungry (FHI), an international NGO was providing food hand-outs to the slum-dwellers of Mathare in Nairobi. It then became clear that receiving food portions was not a permanent solution. A program that cultivated a paradigm shift that empowered the dependant poor to both ―fish‖ for themselves and lead dignified lives was needed. The Faulu Loan Scheme was therefore initiated on the basis of a revolving fund. It targeted a handful of disadvantaged traders excluded from the formal banking services. FHI was driven by the mantra “they die one at a time, we can help them one at a time‖, i.e. referring to the poor. The impact was swift and self evident raising the interest of international donors who responded by providing funding to grow the programme.
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Growth was rapid and by 1994 the programme took on the name Faulu Kenya paving the way for the deposit taking micro finance company as it‘s known today. In order to shed its dependence on donor funding, Faulu was registered as a company in 1999 allowing it to source funds commercially. To this end Faulu has worked with institutions like Dexia Microcredit, Micro Enterprise Support Programme Trust, Standard Chartered Bank, Co-operative Bank, CFC Bank and Citibank. In 2005 Faulu became the first MFI in Africa to go the Capital Markets Authority by issuing a Kes500 Million bond. In 2007, Faulu received a subordinate loan of Euro 5 million from the Deutsche Bank of New York. Other financial partners continue to come on board with the most recent one being the IFC Kes 450 million loan in 2009. Over the years Faulu has been able to cumulatively help over 1,000,000 Kenyans with financial solutions transforming many from poverty into formidable business people. The company strictly adheres to the principal tenet of serving the less economically endowed members of society in line with the original purpose for its existence. This is evidenced by advances as low as Ksh 500 advances to customers. The recently introduced savings products are also developed to allow for small value deposits at the convenience of micro clients.
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3.3.2 How Faulu Works. Products And Requirements In my interview,Bernard Mutinda Kivava head of business development , explained me what are specifically the microcredit activities that Faulu does, what are the products that the Bank offers, and what are the requirements to access loans. First of all we have to make few consideration before I report about the interview; this meeting is taken place in a large Office which is located in one of the main streets of Nairobi. Moreover Three things are important to notice: 



Whereas most of the streets of Nairobi are not paved, Faulu buildings in contrast, are located in one of the main streets, the Ngong Road, a major road that connects the periphery to the Centre. This street has a sidewalk and 4 lanes for cars.







The complex of offices consists of more modern buildings, plans offer, including garden, lockup for Guardian and more.







All employees strictly dress very elegant (wearing the uniform of the Bank)



All these details which of course would be taken for granted in a ―Western bank‖, are not secondary when you move from a slum as Riruta to a building complex, like that one we already described. If it were not for the skin color employee, you have the feeling of being back in Europe.
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This is my interview with Mr. Kivava integrated documents that I slowly received: There are 5 types of different Loan category, depending who is asking loan: 1. Business Loans 2. Consumer Loans 3. Agribusiness Loans 4. Personal Loans 5. Corporate Check Off For each of these categories they have 2-3 different kind of loan depending on the amount, time period, interest, risk… I‘ll limit myself to analyze the Business Loans (which is more interest in the view of microfinance). 1) Mkopo Biashara This is a business working capital loan designed to facilitate your growth, expansion and the upgrade of your business. 2) Micro-Individual Loan This is a business loan for micro-entrepreneurs who would like independence as they grow their businesses.
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3) Soko Cash A quick source of working capital for market traders to take advantage of opportunities that arise in their operation. 4) Daraja Type of Loans



Max Amount



Maximum Loan Term



Daraja 1



Kshs



Up to 12 Months



20,000 Daraja 2



Kshs



Up to 24 Months



200,000 Daraja 3



Kshs



Up to 60 Months



5,000,000



What is your ideal target customer? "We follow the model of the Greameen proposed by Yunus. Our intent is to serve the poorest of the poor, the last of the population. Imagine that I am a new customer and I’m approaching to your bank, and I'm asking for a loan, which would be the procedure that I should take before being funded for a Daraja Griffin? Three options exist for our customers to enjoy our convenient loans: 



One can join our self-selecting co-guaranteeing groups







Use of a check-off facility based on employer contract/ agreement with us







Use of own security for those with active savings accounts with us
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However the most used way, is with lending group. So an Individual has to come with a group of 5-6 members and they must attend a course that we provide them. In the mean time they must provide saving with us. So that, during the period they are teach each member has to start saving an amount of 20% of total loan asked.



Moreover clients must provide these requirements to access to one of those loans: o Duly completed credit facility application form o Minimum 3 years in Faulu and must have serviced a Faulu loan above Kshs. 250,000. o Should have serviced a minimum of 4 Faulu business/mavuno loans cumulatively. o 3 most recent loans (including current loan if any) should have been serviced without arrears. o



Bank Statements of all accounts for the last six months.



o 3 years audited accounts for loans above 1 million. o Latest management accounts at the time of application. o List of duly aged debtors and creditors for loans above 1 million. o PIN certificate and National I.D. (Original and copy). o Details of collateral offered. o Certificate of Registration (in case of registered enterprise/sole proprietorship) o Proposal /reason for borrowing/business plan (Budget or a proforma invoice) o Projected Cash flow for the period of the loan (where applicable)
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o Audited/Management accounts for the last three years. (where applicable)



When the group finished training, one of them, the one with the most brilliant project (this is decided by the bank) have access to loan. Of course you know that in this way the bank is not working in monitoring, because group members are monitored by themselves. As in group lending method, if one of them, fail, or run away with money ( Moral Hazard) the other are not getting the loan anymore, and the saving that they have in our bank act as collateral, if the saving are not sufficient to guaranteed us, we take also the collateral that each members has put when they signed the contract. Usually these collateral, are land, cow, goat, car… the bank sell to have the loan money back. In the annex 2 is possible to find a typical Faulu story that Mr. Kivava provide me; But after reading this story I need to stop and make few considerations: Of course this is not a realistic or credible story and they build it to let people believe that with Faulu everything is possible and that Faulu target are poor people. But what is strange for me, they say to have a low target,(supporting very poor people) as this story tell us about. But this is not far, far away from reality.
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If we review the iter that a person as to do to access a loan we understand suddenly that is not for people that lives in a slum, undereducated( most of them are not able to write or read). Moreover most Faulu office located in Good area, not in poor one. So what is strange is the difference between what this bank say, through mister Kivava, or from Web site, and what is reality. The turning point I think is always money and profits, of course. In the name of the poor are adopted measures which have nothing to do with the lower income groups. Banks as Faulu seek to take up and risk as little as possible, but in this way are far from the principles of Greameen. It‘s clear, a bank is not a governmental institution, then is free to do whatever they wants, is free to serve a group of people rather than another. The wrong thing, instead, is that this Bank is called micro credit bank, and that link its images, its mission, to reduce poverty. When it far away from doing this. Of course, motivation must be research in money and risk. Micro-credit risk factors still much higher than those of a commercial bank. 3.2.3 How? Simply Not Risking? If we look at these data provided below by Mix Market, an authoritative website which deals with all data collected from MFI in the world we can see from some indicators what we said in the previous chapter.
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Unfortunately we cannot know the average condition of people who faulu supports because these data are not released by the Bank, so we have to understand with indirect indicators if theory we want to demonstrate could be true. 14 Two indicators 15 are essential to understand how a database is moved away from Microcredit principles: The first concerns the borrower‘s gender; If the Yunus‘s Bank 94% of the borrowers were women here there are less than 50%. As previously mentioned gender is a fundamental indicator, moreover, women are recognized as those who can design a better future in most disadvantaged circumstances for themselves and for their children. As you can see from the table: Male Female



— —



19,567,630 18,062,428



19,425,313 20,218,181



19,151,413 13,986,629



The fact that more than 50% are men may depend on the fact that borrowers do not belong to the poorest people. Robert Cull (2008) underline that commercial microfinance banks are more likely to have for-profit status and to involve an individual lending method, larger loans, fewer women customers, lower costs per dollar lent, higher costs per borrowers, and greater



14



The departure of the banks from the poorest segment of population



15



Data from mixmarket.org
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profitability. Nongovernmental microfinance organizations are more likely to be a non-profit employing a group lending method, giving smaller loans, serving more women, employing subsidies more heavily, facing higher costs per dollar lent, and being less profitable.



The other indicator relates to the growth of assets and the gross loan portfolio16. it‘s evident from the data that the Bank over the past 10 years has expanded very becoming more and more assets.



Figure 15: Faulu Growth 1999-2010 Source: Mixmarket.org



16



All outstanding principals due for all outstanding client loans. This includes current, delinquent, and renegotiated loans, but not loans that have been written off. It does not include interest receivable. See also Data note for historical differences in treatment of the Loan Portfolio.
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What is more surprising is the pre-tax profit of Sh103.7 million in the financial year ending December 31st 2007. The profit, as with most microfinance business, was largely attributed to interest income that rose from Sh288.3 million in 2006 to Sh 408.2 million in 2007. To conclude Faulu in April 2005, sold five-year bonds worth 500 million shillings ($6.4 million). The securities are traded on the Nairobi Stock Exchange. In 2009, it became the first MFI in Kenya to be granted a license by the central bank to accept deposits. Using these deposits, it plans to increase its outreach to 1 million customers by 2011. This is real aim of Faulu, not poverty.



3.3 K-REP CASE Another significant meeting was with Ms. Stella Chepngeno Of K-rep Development Agency. The situation is not very different from that encountered with Faulu, but here you can see how all process from Project to NGO MFI to a Commercial Bank, has led increasingly to move away from poorer customers. K-Rep began its activity in 1984 as a NGO, the original aim for addressing poverty alleviation in Kenya through microfinance and enterprise assistance. K-Rep has undergone two major transformations, the most recent and most significant during
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1997–2001, when a commercial bank (K-Rep Bank, Ltd.), a development agency (KRep Development Agency), and a consulting firm (K-Rep Advisory Services [Africa], Ltd.) merged to fulfill the mission of the K-Rep Group: to empower lowincome people, promote their participation in the development process, and enhance their quality of life. K-Rep‘s first change was in late 1980s was characterized by changing its institutional status from a project to an NGO, and by changing its leadership from international managers to indigenous microfinance specialists—thereby establishing a Kenyan NGO. K-Rep‘s second transition, from an NGO to a commercial microfinance bank, was in the late 1990s, where the main goal continued to be the pursuit of selfsustainability as a basis for longterm scaling up of outreach to the poor. To this end, K-Rep sought sustainable funding sources from the financial markets and financial independence from donors. K-Rep also wanted to influence financial sector policy to be more favorable toward microfinance for low-income people, and to change perceptions of the public, clients, and players in the formal financial economy through its acceptance, legitimacy, and recognition as a licensed financial institution. K-Rep‘s necessity to find external investors, for funding and expertise sat a risk to preserving its core mission. The K-Rep Board of Directors developed guidelines for selecting investment partners with the right combination of desirable characteristics:
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strong financial and commercial discipline, sufficient resources for additional future investments, sufficient clout to influence Kenyan authorities and to protect K-Rep from political interference, and willingness to divest some of their equity holdings when K-Rep went public. K-Rep‘s leadership also had to lobby and educate the regulators of the industry on the benefits of an NGO transforming into a regulated microfinance commercial bank. Although an intensive preparations and training, the transformation into a commercial bank presented a cultural shock for personnel and, as a result, operating systems. Management had to bring in new staff to cope with regulatory requirements, introduce special training to resolve a culture clash between new and old staff, and restore morale and commitment by creating an employee stock ownership program. After the expected initial teething problems, transformation yielded very positive results. In just four years, the combined outreach of K-Rep institutions rose to over 90,000 borrowers and savers, from slightly over 15,000 before transformation. KRep‘s success has provided a platform for legitimizing microfinance and improving awareness among the public about the immense growth opportunities in the industry in Kenya. As a result of K-Rep‘s demonstrated success and its lobbying efforts, a bill institutionalizing a microfinance category among financial institutions, licensed by the Central Bank, is awaiting parliamentary discussion.
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3.3.1 Time To Change: Process of transforming into a commercial bank Going back in K-REP history we can see how in 1993, the bank received its NGO certificate of registration, in compliance with the NGO Co-ordination Act of 1990, as Kenya Rural Enterprise Program (K-Rep), Ltd. K-Rep‘s vision of transformation to a licensed institution emerged in 1994 from a staff concept paper on possible transformation, and a feasibility study funded by the Ford Foundation in 1995. The decision to transform was based on mitigating the following challenges: 



K-Rep‘s NGO structure prevented it from attracting funds from investors and inhibited potential benefits of private ownership. Accessing additional sources of capital, particularly from client savings (by mobilizing deposits ), would permit sustained scaling up of credit to the target population.







Transformation would help ensure institutional permanence of K-Rep‘s microcredit



program



through



improved



governance



and



increased



profitability. Transformation was ―mission drift‖ the risk that commercial banking considerations would drive K-Rep Bank up market to serve higher-income clients at the expense of scaling up their mission of serving low-income and poor people.
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After in 1997, K-Rep decided also to make one step ahead, cutting back on lending for three reasons: 1) the loan delinquency was increasing and K-Rep feared that continued rapid growth would hide the deteriorating quality of the loan portfolio; 2) it had become difficult to raise funds for lending; 3)K-Rep needed to consolidate its lending activities in preparation for its transformation to a commercial microfinance bank. It wrote off some old NGO loans, and implemented a ―Back to Basics‖ program. As it possible to see in table 5, the average loan size increase strongly from NGO to bank. These indicators clearly show us a target switch from poor to less poor people. All other indicator, regarding asset, number of clients are constantly increasing (as previously in Faulu bank case) meaning that after transformation bank are growing twice faster.



Table 5: Client outreach before and after transformation, 1991-2003 Source: CGAP / The World Bank Group2004
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Difficulties with microcredit for KREP continued around 2005, when many lenders started looking for ways to make a profit on the loans by shifting from their status as nonprofit organizations to commercial enterprises. For example in 2007, Compartamos, a Mexican bank, became Latin America‘s first microcredit bank to go public. And this past August, SKS Microfinance, the largest bank of its kind in India, raised $358 million in an initial public offering. Become a commercial bank, wants to say, attract more capital, more comfort, increase salaries, but also means moving away from the slums, move away from small, micro-savings of the people. It means risking less to give more stability to investors. Of Course, also this time I am being told that the main objective is to serve the poorest population; that the transformation into a Commercial Bank was made precisely in order to better serve the poor. ―K-Rep Bank has been able to maintain its focus on providing financial services to poor clients, especially women, who would not normally be able to access commercial sources of finance‖. Reality is quite different, and tells us a completely different story. The headquarters, as you can see from Annex 11, has been moved from Kawangware( a popular slum)
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(A) to the Centre of Nairobi, at Wood Avenue Kilimani and average loans are doubled. New buildings (Annex 11) are far from slum, and full of formal dressed employers. This is new K-REP. I don‘t think poor people have appreciate too much. If we have look to Annex 11 we can see differences in density among buildings. The first picture represents the whole area, while the second and the third are zoomed to see more in deep the density; those indicator are quite important to see differences among the life quality. I‘d like to conclude with a famous sentence of E. Luzzati ―microcredit is like water: it is always good but when it is used to generate a profit rather than to provide services, presents problems‖



3.4 BARRIERS TO BANKING In order to understand the barriers to the use of formal banking services, we will use again data from FSD questionnaire. One of the questions is very useful for us to understand the perception that poor people have of banking sector: ―Why do you not have a bank account?‖ While we recognize that these are self-reported barriers, they give us some insights into the barriers faced by the unbanked. The possibility of multiple responses makes it on the one hand easier to identify constraints (as the
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unbanked might face several constraints), but, on the other hand, also impedes the identification of the binding constraint.



Figure 17: Access frontier for different financial services Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 Income motivations are the main self-reported barrier to use of formal bank services (figure 17). 61.8% of the unbanked state income-related reasons, such as no money to save, no regular income or lack of affordability. This proportion is higher among women than men and higher in rural than in urban areas. Unbanked citing income related barriers as reason for exclusion have, on average, lower incomes, than the unbanked who cite product or documentation related access barriers.
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There are other related issues concerning barriers, as figure 17 shows: documentation and qualifications, products characteristics, literacy, and geography constitute the next most important reason for being unbanked. 22% of the surveyed unbanked state barriers related to lack of necessary documents (e.g. lack of national ID card), lack of a formal job and lack of other qualifications as barrier to the use of formal banking services. Among these reasons, lack of job and lack of national ID are the most prominent barriers. This proportion is stronger among women than among men, while there is no significant difference between rural and urban areas. 9% of the unbanked state reasons related to product characteristics (e.g. service fees, minimum balance and delay in getting money), while 8.8% of the unbanked point to the lack of literacy (e.g. illiterate, lack of knowledge about bank products and language barrier). Preferences among voluntary exclusion contribute only 16.2% of the unbanked. While this proportion is higher among women than men and this will be consistent with previous paragraph were we observed smaller impact of women linked to bank (see 3.2.3). The responses ―I prefer other options‖, ―I do not need a bank account‖ or ―I prefer cash‖ are the most common ones in this category. Comparing the income level among unbanked due to choice with the income level among unbanked due to reasons linked to income or access barriers underline the voluntary nature: it‘s, on average, 1000 KSh higher per month. The share of users of informal financial
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services is also higher among this group than in the group of unbanked due to income or access barriers. Between 2006 and 2009, there has been a shift from income to access barriers among the unbanked. While in 2006, 73.5% of unbanked stated income-related reasons, this proportion has fallen to 61.8%. The proportion of unbanked claiming access-related barriers, on the other hand, increased from 29.4% to 35.3%. This increase has been particularly prominent in the proportion of unbanked stating reasons related to documentation, lack of literacy and geographic distance. The limited role of geographic barriers reflects also the recent increase in physical outlets of banks and the innovative use of non-branch channels.



3.5 ANALYZING PERCEPTIONS ABOUT BANKS Long queues and lack of respect are the biggest negative attributes of banks. Analyzing perceptions about different financial service providers offers valuable insights both for banks, policy makers and other stakeholders. On the negative list, 60% complain about long queues, 50% about lack of respect, and 47.7% see banks as being primarily for rich people. On the other hand, product features, such as low interest rates high fees, lack of branches or inadequate products, on the other hand, do not feature high on people‘s ―complaint list‖.
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Most banked people consider banks to be safe and honest places. However this percentage drops down if it concern unbanked people, and this perception will be a central part of the last chapter, where we will se how unbanked slum people are so far from banking system.



Figure 18: Perception about banks Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 Perceptions about banks can also help to understand barriers to accessing formal financial services, especially if comparing survey responses from the banked and unbanked. it‘s interesting to note that 90% of unbanked people do not consider banks to be corrupt, approximately the same percentage as banked people. Fewer unbanked people consider low interest rates to be a problem than banked people (21.5% vs.
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43.9%); similarly, findings apply for fees charged by banks (22.8% vs. 35.6%) and queuing (53.6% vs. 83.2%). On the other hand, more unbanked (49.6%) than banked (40.6%) people see banks as appropriate mainly for rich people, but the difference is not as big as one would have expected, especially given the income differences between banked and unbanked people documented above. Similarly, while more unbanked (27.4%) claim that ―no branches are available‖ than banked (22.5%) people, this difference is not significant. Notably, unbanked people have a significantly bleaker view on the respect they would receive in a bank than the banked population – only 43. 2% expect to be treated respectfully compared to 75% of banked - and are significantly less assured of the safety of their savings in a bank (58.2% vs. 89%). In summary, while fees and low interest rates have been at the center of the political debate in Kenya, they might not be the main barrier to accessing formal financial services. Moreover, while geographic distance might still be a deterrent in some rural areas, for the broad majority of unbanked it‘s not the primary barrier, of course new technology helped a lot to solve out the problem. While survey underline other reason for being unbanked, such as product features, documentation requirements and lack of financial literacy, the perception analysis also points to two important reasons, why the
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unbanked might exclude voluntarily: perceived lack of respect and lack of trust in the safety of banks.



3.6 SOME CONCLUSION ABOUT FORMAL SYSTEM My search led me to group together the problems of mistrust of banks into three main categories: 



Physical distance







Micro-credit principles distance







Cultural distance



This distrust of course is only for those who live in a state of poverty (the majority of the population), while the other are less pronounced. Robert Cull (2009) underline that as the microfinance industry develops, both forprofit and nonprofit institutions face unanswered questions. For the for-profit microfinance sector, the frontier question is: Can they develop innovations to reach much poorer households than they currently do while sustaining their profit levels? One hope is that emerging technological innovations (like banking through mobile telephones) will reduce costs and increase the quality of services (though some fear that the technology could jeopardize some of the benefits to customers that come from banking with a human touch). There will also be important continuing roles for
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non-profits that earn only modest profits or rely on subsidies and are often supported by social investors. For the nonprofit microfinance sector, the frontier question is: Are the social and economic impacts apt to be large enough to justify and ensure continuing support? To the extent that nonprofit microfinance institutions seek continuing subsidies, they will have to start taking rigorous evaluations more seriously, a process which is only now picking up steam and which so far has yielded mixed results. 3.6.1 Physical distance As I showed in the case of K-rep and Faulu, main offices are located in rich predominantly areas of Nairobi, far from main Slum. Both Faulu K rep have developed branches closer to poorer areas; for example, Faulu in KIBERA, one of the main slum of Nairobi OFFICE at AIC CHURCH, and K-rep at Kawangware, another slum in the western suburbs of Nairobi; Yet both branch are located in the wealthiest areas within slums where the streets are paved and there are many brickwork buildings. Moreover, these branches may not be used for all financial function; for some of them like accessing to a loan, clients must be provide adequate documents at the headquarters.
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3.6.2Micro-credit principles distance Of course African microfinance is as diverse as the continent itself, so we cannot pretend to have the same Bangladesh Model. But here banks are far away from Microcredit Principle and Kenyan people. So I just sum up, the most important point to underline (UN 2000)that banks should follow in order to have a good model: Give priority to Formation and Networking: MFIs can utilize and support groups with regular meeting to reinforce group solidarity, discipline, and consistent repayments. Groups are especially effective for educating and training microfinance participants, enhancing networking and information dissemination. They are also an important participatory tool that can reduce administrative cost by giving certain responsibilities, such as loan monitoring, to the members themselves. Typically, small group size is more effective to ensure that members genuinely know and trust each other. The benefits of organizing are not limited to the local group level, but can scale-up through networking MFIs. Microfinance networks



enhance MFI



coordination, monitoring, advocacy, and outreach. Networks allow MFIs to integrate approaches and better consolidate, share, and disseminate human and productive resources, including technical, traditional, and cultural knowledge Give priority to Local Knowledge: Certainly, traditional methods need to adapt to the modern context, but while they can be rendered more efficient and benefit from
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modern innovation, they should not be replaced. When people rely and build on traditional knowledge and values, it‘s easier for them to go further and learn more because their knowledge base builds on a secure foundation rooted in their own identities and society. Target the Poorest of the Poor: Microfinance is a means to poverty eradication, and not an end in itself. Efforts for operational sustainability must target not only the less poor capable of repaying loans, but include the otherwise marginalized poor. C‘è un grande business tra milioni di poveri che vorrebbero emergere dalla condizione di povertà. Avoiding charity concept that has already damaged africa abundantly, you can make a good business, and an excellent micro-credit always remaining within the laws of free market. Not ask what most people can’t afford: is it a difficult trade off. Trust and collateral. But till now, bank are asking to much. Most of time when a person is asking for a loan, he must have 20% of what is asking, a valuable collateral, and a group of people that can provide all those things as well. Most of people do not have this. So MFI has to improve monitoring and training to stay closer to people, and ask them less. Avoid External Dependency: Whereas donor funding can play an essential role in the start-up of a microfinance initiative, if MFIs are to make a lasting impact, they cannot
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remain dependent on donor funding, but must become self-sufficient. Self-reliant MFIs are better able to maintain their identity, autonomy, and mission. 3.6.3 Cultural Distance This is maybe the most difficult group to describe, because is it difficult to find robust indicator to demonstrate the problems. However is easy to talk about it. Is it possible to feel these distance when you walk among slum people and among rich bank area. I will just make a simple comparison about what it came out: SLUM



CITY



STREETS



DUSTY



PAVED



AREA



DIRTY



ALMOST CLEAN



BUILDINGS



SHACKS



MORE THAN 4 FLOOR



DRESS



POOR INFORMAL



FORMAL



LANGUAGE



SWAHILI,



SOME GOOD ENGLISH



ENGLISH WORD ANIMAL



ON FULL



EMPTY



STREETS DENSITY



HIGH



LOW
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As you can see from table, situation is quite different. We have to imagine two completely different realities, and now we have to try to imagine what happen if one guy goes from one to another. This is a great cultural difference: people whom developed to early respect country where they live and people who have never develop. It 'clear that the future of a country cannot rely on informal finance, as in the case of developing countries today. Wealth and development are desirable by everybody, but the financial system which is configure right now in Kenya , take to a duality of two different countries: one that runs



at



the



Western



speed, and



another that



stays behind. Duality has always been a big problem, because harmful not only for poor people that lies in their poor status, but also for people who are able to run more faster, because countries cannot growth if is not unit. It‘s nowadays established (Emerson 2001) that the dualism within a country slows down growth, efficiency, and quality of life also for those trolling that country. It‘s therefore necessary that banks and MFIS to develop at the same speed of the economy of a country. Once I understood that problem of ―banks trust‖ was not evident only in general opinion, but also in given data, my research has moved in direction of informal finance.
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CHAPTER 4 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMAL FINANCE 4.1 FORMAL AND INFORMAL FINANCE: A BRIEF COMPARISON. After giving a definition of formal and informal finance and, more generally, of, formal/informal economic system, I would like to make a comparison between the two spheres highlighting similarities and differences about:



such in structure,



functioning and segment of the population served. The structure of the market in poor countries has already been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs when they were exposed the terminology differences and describe the characteristics of the main actors of the market. As regards the functional characteristics of two spheres instead, I must firstly highlight how, a part from the case of moneylenders and pawnbrokers, those of informal finance are typically direct circuits: most transactions involving only employers and borrowers of money, fact that occurs to a much smaller extent in formal where the intermediary bank occupies a leading role and the stock market is still almost nonexistent. Assume, therefore, a big importance personal relationships and the quantity and quality of the information received. Since many third world countries are in the initial phase of the development process, trust becomes an element of paramount
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importance for the construction of a financial system that could constitute a valuable support to the growth of the real system. Loans are generally small and short-term, based on a strictly personal relationship; the agreements undertaken are flexible, highly customized, innovative and adaptable to changing economic conditions. Just for the previous features, informal finance is configured as "client-oriented", in contrast to the more formal focused on a strict regulation. As to the type of agreements, because of the long Bank and bureaucratic procedures, they are inflexible, poorly adaptable to changes, characterised by slow procedures, which require a mountain forms to be filled. Transactions have usually a significant amount, loans based on a long-term return, while relations between the various individuals are based on the Agency and impersonality. For what concerns the collateral, in a context not affected by the work of extreme subjects, these remain a constant only for traditional banks; on the contrary, the informal circuits should work exclusively with those personal, given by groups of individuals who have this task. As regards interest rates, those typical of the unregulated world are usually at levels much higher than those charged by the credit companies: the reason is essentially due to risk of investment projects financed, much-higher than typical of those businesses that are part of the regulated system. Depending on the type of organism considered informal, the features described above are more or less marked, observing these
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factors first in ROSCAS, then in the Moneylenders and at least in banks, we note the progressive decrease in the degree of customization of the contracts, as well as in the fia reports and borrowers of money employers, as well as a gradual increase of deposits and loans. With the evolution of market structure, and then with the succession of the various professional figures, in the financial-economic context change, little by little, also the conditions of loan: the interest rates charged, the length of the repayment period, the role of guarantees, as well as quality and quantity of information you need to turn on a debt. Previous characteristics are different, depending on whether the circuits in question are directed or intermediated: in the first case, the contextual to the fundraising loans that are typical of ROSCAS require reliable and available information on each subject group, roughly equal rules for all participants, as well as for the particular operation of that mechanism, a blind trust one another. The moneylenders are istead very close to the more traditional credit business for structure and ways of operating: in this case is the intermediary to bear the risk of the projects financed and therefore need adequate information about their debtors. Only guarantee in support of small implemented business activities should be instead the condition of poverty and desire for redemption of the poor once again. Finally, just
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for the lack of mortgage acts and all other forms of collateral, finance informal, unlike the formal, should respect the principle of allocative system efficiency: the · the financing of riskier business and a prospective assessment of the profitability of these should constitute, in fact, the pillars of this way of operating. Different are even skills owned by people involved in various transaction: average people working within banks seem to be much more prepared than anyone could not attend an adequate education. They know the General mechanisms of functioning of a financial intermediary, of instruments like Treasury Bills, and, in particular cases studied, has emerged as they seek to develop operational strategies that focus on the perspective of business assessments, without becoming bogged down on the unnecessary collateral. These features are described in the following scheme:



Finance relationship Trust Relationship between lenders and borrowers Loan amount and time reimbursement Agreement Information



ROSCAs Direct



MONEYLENDERS BANK Intermediate Intermediate



High Medium Strictly personal Absent



Low Absent



Small amount Short pay back



Medium amount Medium payback



High amount High payback



Flexible, innovative High



Medium flexible



Strictly, high burocracy Low



Medium
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Interest Risk Collateral Efficiency



High High Personal High



Medium Medium Real and Personal Medium



Low Low Mostly real Low



4.2.FROM INFORMAL TO FORMAL FINANCE Being the ROSCAs organized so as to tie direct loans to deposits, we understand how the market is characterized by the presence of direct credit circuits: there is still no professional figure that stands between the surplus and those in deficit, bearing the risk of the investment. the degree of confidence is high compared to the past, but not yet sufficient to allow the custody of its funds to a single person; you prefer circulate savings within a group of individuals who guarantee each other, dividing the riskiness of the activities undertaken, among all the members of the organization. Lending services are highly standardized: they are agreed in advance the date for payments to be made are agreed in advance, both with respect to savings shares payable, then the rate of debt to be paid plus accrued interest. The Cadence of the meetings is usually biweekly or monthly and figures to pay deposit and loan are, for all individuals of the same amount. With the passage of time, and increasing the degree of confidence in the system and learning new skills, the group is open to the entire surrounding community, welcoming the savings and
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granting credits to other entities unrelated to the Association. Typical of this phase of the development process, are ―Not Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs)‖, i.e., organizations that are substantially those just described, except for the characteristic of circularity that is for the payment of deposits, instead that to obtain credits. The situation becomes increasingly complex, requiring a countable for the collection and the payment of established figures: it continues however to not take the risk of the projects undertaken, perpetuating the presence of direct financing channels within the system. The qualitative leap in terms of structural and functional, tracks down then in the appearance of Moneylenders, subject able to operate according to the traditional Bank model, disbursing multiplicity of financial services ranging from micro-asset management, the granting of microcredit, accompanying with micro insurance contracts and derivatives. They are professional people able to assess the entrepreneurial projects and channeling savings to those who have the highest profitability waiting; they are careful to credit risk management activities and deadlines matching of assets and liabilities. The services are customized to the needs of the customer: share of loan granted, overdrafts and rate of refund, all the dates initially agreed.
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The previus is a key step that allows individuals to have a much wider range of financial tools you can use to build new activities, within the framework of economic and financial system tm substantially transformed. The characteristics of money lenders, such as associations, will be treated in more detail in the following chapter.



4.3 FROM MONEYLENDERS TO BANKS As already mentioned, the providers of currency are financial intermediaries, professionals whose presence indicates a level already advanced to the degree of development of the informal system. it‘s, in particular, the last stage before the process of inclusion of a similar figure in formal circuits. Financial services offered by them are able to give input for productive activities: credit agreements may provide various combinations of payment, to allow entrepreneurs to undertake activities which can become profitable even after months compared to the time of commencement of business. Typical example is that of agricultural crops that require you to make an initial investment much older than the sale of final products, or the construction of housing, which requires a time surely higher than that used in the performance of the common commercial. In a system so structured, entrepreneurial activities are rising rapidly: it triggers a virtuous circle that leads to an increase in employment, average income per capita, as
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well as pro — a change in the needs of individuals. The culture changes, the mentality is entrepreneurial and time becomes an increasingly variable value. In the front of these important socio-cultural changes, financial activities conducted by moneylenders becomes increasingly complex and showy, much to require, in his swing, the collaboration of individuals, and above all, a clear formal regularization. Despite this involves costs, sometimes even higher, the inclusion in formal appears indispensable to avoid fines and civil and criminal proceedings with no way out. As just stated, we understand how the third stage see a substantial modification of the system: from a clear prevalence of informal sphere, you pass, with a progressive process of formalization, to a financial settlement in which all the activities subject to precise rules are to take the brunt. Join gradually within the framework of intermediated circuits which use technological tools, more advanced and sophisticated, improving the efficiency of the services offered and the effectiveness of the procedures used. From stress, as the growth of the informal sector to assume a general improvement of the standard of living of the population: individuals are able to request and receive financial services variously structured, increasing value, relatively high cutting and suitable to their needs; at the same time request of more controls and regulations governing such a situation is becoming ever more pressing, so as to require the
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inclusion in the formal market. Being the market extremely varied, you must specify how the evolution of the financial system is not a progressive and gradual process, which sees the formation first of savings groups, and then, gradually, of the other types of organizations, up to moneylenderes. Very often, informal groups just described are simultaneously present in the same economic system: it appears, in this way, as a mosaic where each piece, different from other, co-exist in the same reality harmonica that presents so different levels of development.



4.4 WHAT DID NOT WORK? As we have seen something did not work, in the normal process of transition that should transform informal associations in formal institutions. Banks as we said instead of being the natural evolution of informal finance have gradually displaced by people who first supports and focused on other target market. While trying to pursue micro techniques, many of the banks that we observed in Chapter 3, are now distant by guiding principles that have brought the Greamen to be the Bank of the poor. There is therefore need to focus on the informal finance in developing countries, and why then in Kenya, is the only one capable of delivering credit to the poorest population.
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About 30 years ago the prevailing belief among members of Governments, was to an absolutely negative role of the informal finance system; It was seen as a phenomenon to fight and eliminate by any means. Today the behavior of the authority is substantially changed, the importance of non-regulated market has been revived, to consider the transition in question as a real resource which enables the population to survive, a wealth for the country's economy. My research will be based mostly on SHG therefore is worth before you expose the empirical analysis, take a closer look at these.



4.5 A DEEPENING ON ROSCAs The Rotating Savings and Credit Associations constitute a fundamental example of direct circuits: microfinance, as already mentioned, of associations made by a number of participants who meet periodically, at predetermined dates, for each pour of a share savings, combined with the other, is conferred, in turn, each Member of the group. In the case of "rotating savings associations and credit", we understand how they are typical of a socio-economic context in which time began to be perceived as a variable value and trust is now a widespread sentiment. While structurally the ROSCAs are extremely simple bodies, formed by a group of people sometimes headed by an individual who deals with administrative and
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accounting procedures, the activities they do are many and complex, some central and other surrounding function to transfer funds from surplus to those subjects in deficit. All individuals belonging to a ROSCA receive in turn an amount of money equal to the total savings accumulated from time to time, this sum, whose return is, to the share capital, each time you accrue a portion of the savings. There are many variations that can actually be found in the reality of these organizations: advanced forms that precede or accompany you at the time of entry of new members in the circle, they are sometimes even conferred of interest rates on savings. In particular, the Group presents itself as a real company that divides, among its participants, the revenue from the contributions of each. In the simplest cases, the fee paid is set aside, and usually used by the community, for the construction of small infrastructural works such as sewage or street level courts. Other times, however, the decision on the use of such money concerns the establishment of emergency funds: always given by extra payments, compared to the usual savings and interests, such resources, whose collection is mandatory for participating in the Organization, shall be provided, by way of credit group members who are in critical condition due to, for example, theft or other types of sustained damage to their property.
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Along with this kind of provisions, more rare, but more interesting from an economic point of view, is the Fund of mutual aid: determined by contributions of all volunteers, it looks like a particular contract of micro insurance, an agreement, that is, between those who decide to support each other, by allocating the amount accumulated to those individuals who are in critical condition for their health problems, or family members. it‘s possible to find examples of usually small communities, parental structure made up of people who make good relations of friendship, trust and mutual respect, without which the flows of resources or micro enterprise activities could not exist. In most cases the participants are women, i.e. those who are concerned with the care and sustenance of the family through the external and domestic work that is often in the sale of fruit and vegetables or objects to the local market. Beneficiaries, and at the same time transferring money in the circuits of the associations, they use both in the implementation of investment projects, which in the context of simple consumer spending: according to, for example, research conducted by r. Verhagen, in 1976, in two villages of Benin, people tended to devote a significant proportion of the resources which could have more to owning property is synonymous with social prestige and comfort rather than engage in entrepreneurial activities.
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In order of priority that he had detected inside the tontines, emerging at the top: buying a home, a wife, a bicycle, a clock or a radio and a zinc roof. On the contrary, the use of funds in training courses to enter the world of work, or to implement business was placed only between secondary objectives, sometimes, even after than al1 ' obtaining of "luxury" (relative). The author also highlighted as the previous types of preferences vary with age: were in particular the young people to devote to the consumption of goods "modern" most of the resources obtained, while more productive investments were made only by individuals relatively advanced in years. Similarly, in 1972 k. Harteveld, analyzing 69 djanggi in Cameroon, had resumed the use of funds received. Once again, is known as the business of commercial type are placed only in sixth place in the scale of the use of funding, even under the PMI, charges and obligations assumed towards relatives, confirming the obvious cultural obstacles which hinder between poverty and effective development process. I would point out, however, as consumer spending is not necessarily a negative element; They must be encouraged if, in their absence, any work activities will be affected. As regards the types of investments made, they come in various forms: this is the purchase of boats and repair shipboard equipment in coastal areas, but also
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opening of restaurants, retail stores, the use of land for growing vegetables, fruit, wheat, and the purchase of equipment for later grinding of grain products. Widespread in many countries, ROSCAs are presented with different names and functional, but tinged with the same characteristics in common, each of which there are advantages and disadvantages of this type of microfinance circuits. In structural analysis conducted in 1988 by Gertrud Schrieder and Carlos r. e. Cuevas in three provinces of Cameroon, for example, emerges as the number of participants of these associations varies enormously: If in fact the smallest group consisted of 5 individuals, the largest were 350 people, divided into subgroups, sometimes for better management. To vary the number of actors involved and the greater or lesser frequency of meetings, there are also substantial changes sometimes in the life cycles of rotation; Consequently, the need for more skills-level accounting, as well as a leadership personality that is able to organize and chair the meetings. Groups of several members who meet sporadically enough will be characterized by a length of circuits started rather drastic; It follows a riskier for those participating in the payment of their savings, but for which the receiving funds is only at a later time. If you think that generally the number of individuals, which in turn is accumulated and given everyone is remarkable amount, will be stronger, for the first recipient, the temptation to grab it and stop paying the contributions.
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In contrast, groups particularly cohesive, based on solid relationships of mutual trust, the advantage that it follows is to a greater availability of resources you can use both in the context of consumer spending that investments are more far-reaching. Only a deterrent, to try to restrict the default of those involved, or to discourage behavior unworthy as theft is revealed to be the Act of ostracize responsible for such actions by the community: the exclusion from every social relation with shame for having damaged friends and relatives, are factors that, sometimes, bring even to the suicide of the protagonist of a gesture. In recent Book Siwan Anderson and Jean-Marie Baland first show that, in the absence of an external (social) sanctioning mechanism, roscas are never sustainable, even if the defecting member is excluded from all future roscas. They then argue that the organizational structure of the rosca itself can be designed so as to address enforcement issues.(Anderson 2003) Another of the features that makes RoSCAs successful associations in the context of new finance, evokes the direct nature that they trigger circuitry: case of organizations which operate in granting borrowed the money from time to time paid by taxpayers, we understand how transaction costs and counterparty search will be minimized, as well as the perfect synchronism between inflows and outgoing avoid many problems. Further advantages of indisputable importance derive from the simplicity of the
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procedures implemented: especially in case of groups limited in number and pecuniary contributions, for the activity of management of resources is simply the work of one person, resulting in a significant reduction in operating costs. Often, in addition, channeling funds towards those demonstrate the most compelling, varying the order of rotation, demonstrates high flexibility and common sense in handling Affairs. Johnson (2005) reports on the negotiability of the contract if the member does not have savings or if there is an emergency. Cases from Central Kenya where ROSCAs were willing to renegotiate the order of the pot if someone was in urgent need of the lump sum. In other occasions two members would swap their place in the ROSCA so that the member in more urgent need would get the lump sum. Also groups often collect extra funds from the group members to a person in need, especially when there was a death in the family (Johnson 2005) Problems can occur, however, when multiple individuals simultaneously, manifest of the real needs of receiving loans: in this case, the choice between the various parties may constitute an obstacle to overcome, however, in certain types of "rotating associations", the mechanism of auctioning of available resources removes any uncertainty in this sense, maximizing the usefulness and profitability of marginal activity.
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4.5.1 Rosca’s Weaknesses If, however, the previous list of positives is long, not forgetting those aspects that make financial constructions still ROSCAS "primitive": the total lack of people willing to take the risk intermediation is one example. Despite the brokered circuits require higher costs and transaction management, as well as those related to dualpassage of funds by employers to the central subject and to borrowers, they are better able to adapt the services of deposit and loan to individual customer needs. The customization is to agree with the debtor the appropriate amount of money he can benefit, regardless of the savings accumulated in every meeting, and, simultaneously, get it when desired by him and with the conditions of return, interest and repayment dates previously agreed, without waiting for the days established for periodic meetings. As Bouman points out a ―low rate of default is assumed to be self-evident because of peer pressure…denials of misconduct ….are accepted by researchers at face value. Proper investigation is almost impossible without



access to books and records.



Outsiders, that is non members or former members may tell a different story‖ (Bouman 1995). The lack of written records available for analysis is indeed one problem.
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4.5.2 Rosca In Developing Countries And In Kenya As repeatedly pointed out, ROSCAs are typical of contexts in developing economic systems, i.e., where the informal sector occupies a preponderant part, and the country is still largely closed to interactional relations, characterized by a reduced flow of goods, services and financial resources, as well as flows of poor quality and quantity, which remain for the benefit of only a narrow circle of people. In every place of location, these types of organizations are in fact very rooted in the territory. it‘s possible to find examples everywhere: in Asia, Africa and Latin America they follow the same mechanism of operation versus only slight structural nuances and sometimes for small management aspects that depend on the background in which they are inserted. Analysis on the Asian associations had highlighted a greater dynamism of these compared to the other, and a set-up that fit even more easily to various individual needs: If a person relatively dampness could participate in the operations of multiple circuits of rotation, for example, who came to possess the minimum required to pay a single fee could combine their savings to those of another, and then became part of the entire training, through the small company formed with the person who had agreed to share with him the risks and benefits of the above-mentioned activities. As regards instead, their evolution, many scholars are notable differences between the
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different continental zones: f. j. a. Bouman stresses, for example, the development of djaanggi in Babanki, Cameroon, was much less spectacular than that of chitty. The author highlights in particular, as being the President of an African organization was seen more as a symbol of prestige rather than as an affair from which to draw a profit. Similarly, components often lived essentially as reason meetings of integration and fun: conduct monitoring of its business, through a comparison with the experiences of others was an act for anything contemplated by the parties concerned, for which, however, any measures that could improve their lifestyle was completely superfluous. Characterized by a continuous festive atmosphere, so by an attitude tended more to the ludic activities, than to sense of duty, the community ended with reach a level of productivity far below its full potential, engaging in the wake of livelihood, rather than trying to reach that point that would have given great input to its process of expansion. In Kenya, Rosca are popularly called MERRY GO ROUND. In a first attempt to theories ROSCAs, Besley, Coate, and Loury (1993) suggested that members join Merry Go Round because they wish to buy an indivisible durable good. According to this theory the advantage of saving together is that everybody except the last person will have saved-up the lump sum



quicker compared to a



situation where they would save alone. Anderson et al (2004) explain this by ‗early
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pot motive‘. Everybody in the group is impatient and is hoping to get the pot or the lump sum early during the cycle.



Anderson and Baland (2002) and Anderson,



Baland and Moene (2004) claim that their findings from the slums of Nairobi support the hypothesis that members are interested in saving towards an indivisible good. Anderson et al find that in Kibera slums ROSCA members mostly save for indivisible goods like school fees, rent and clothing. The term merry-go-round for both ROSCAs and ASCAs is an indication that in their perception these two groups are very similar in Kenya; then in the next few chapters especially in research, I made one major distinction between informal forms where the credit was granted by intermediaries and when the credit had circulated among the members of the same group.
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CHAPTER 5 MICROFINANCE FOR EVERYONE 5.1 MY EXPERIENCE WITH ROSCA IN NAIROBI In 2009 38.7% of the population (7.2 million Kenyans) belonged to at least one informal group that provides financial services. This is up from 37.5% in 2006. Increased numbers were using two or three groups also. 9.9% reported belonging to two groups and 3% to three or more groups compared to 6.0% and 1.8% in 2006. The implication is that groups may be complementary to increased formal financial service use rather than competitive to it. Therefore my will was immediately to check the figures used in researches on number of Merry go Round and the dearth of services offered by banks in the context of slum. In the early days of my experience in Nairobi, in a context of real and lasting poverty, trying tentatively to ask information about income and funding. The greatest difficulty I faced was that of racism. Of course I was in that area, the only, or one of the rare, white man. Skin color is often associated with the wealth of a person and a thing of the past and the present farmhouse.



Although Kenya is now a free country from different decades, the widespread belief (and perhaps not only the belief) that whites people still govern through large lobby and large corporation. The result is that while very young children associate the phenomenon of white skin to new and funny, the adults instead react negatively. The results of my first survey were very scarce; managing to get very little information. Sometimes I could hardly draw the attention of the people with whom I spoke, which were not even the head for not crossing my gaze. Deciding then to change the method of work, I realized very soon that I could not get that information if I did not do to people who were in harmony with the area. Not knowing who to trust I decided to ask the founder of the mission, Father Kizito Sesana, a missionary of Como now in Africa from 30 years that I was immediately advised to appeal to boys aged 20-25 who worked at the facility. So in short time I have managed to establish a small team of people consisting of 6 items. I realized immediately that the speech, only motivation to work would not be enough. It's hard to explain the Kenyan mentality and, more generally, the African mentality in the concept of time and labor. The prevailing view is that of complete absence of the concept of the long period of time. This view explains the way in which a Kenyan react to a contract of employment, which promises to pay him at the end of the performance: for him is a concept difficult to understand as his vision is: "I don't want
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to be paid tomorrow for a job I'm doing today," this total lack of confidence in the future is explained largely by having to worry about livelihoods; having to think needs today, somehow doesn't think to earn, to save. Anyway, as I said before I outsource to this small team of people, who had worked previously for other research, I tried to formulate a contract to cover first on the variable so as to stimulate a greater work. Of course taking into account that they too had to be guaranteed something immediately, particularly in view of their mentality; I anticipated them a small part of the final gain, and the material with which they had to do the job. For 3 weeks twice a week, I did small meetings to check the performance, and gave advice on work just done. During the first meetings I was surprised how the contract that the team had signed was working very well. In fact, the results were excellent: I was expecting of having maximum 100 questionnaires, however after a week there were already more than 150. The contract of employment is at the end of the thesis in the annex.



5.2 THE QUESTIONNAIRE The questionnaire that I agreed with my Professor, Andrea Presbitero, is composed of 4 parts:
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The first part with biographical data of persons surveyed: name, age, type of education, work and Dagoretti area where the activity is placed. This is to have a general picture of the person, so then is possible to compare personal data with economic ones. The second where I asked about activity that the person is doing: what sells mainly, if the person is owner of the shop, and if you would like to improve its activities. Of course the activities we're talking about are little more than shacks, then work within very few people, most of the times are family-type activities, so my intent was to understand if they have to pay a rent to run the activity. As regards the last question, apparently a bit silly, because it's obvious that the same answer should be for everyone; but I was intrigued by what I was told at the interview with AMFI, namely that people had no ambitions on projects and therefore the reasons for which they were excluded from credit were exclusively for their mentality. So I posted this question, which later proved to be useless, because it has confirmed my theory. The third part relates to income, i.e. all those economic and information capital: how much you earn per month, are you the owner of the House, do you have problems of malnutrition or livelihood. While the first questions are very important especially for a statistical survey, the latest concerning malnutrition interested me more from a
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cultural point of view. I.e., it‘s true that here all are very poor, but who owns a shop manages to live in a decent condition, than those who did not own. The last part used to investigate funding: where they found the money to open the activity, if and how often they use the merry go round, and if they ever went to a bank to ask for a loan. The last question concerns a part not yet addressed in this thesis (but which we will address below) with respect to the M-PESA is a new technology that allows the phone to make numerous transactions eliminating the limits posed by distance. You will find the questionnaire in annex at the end of this thesis.



5.3 FINDINGS 5.3.1 Personal Information During meeting with my staff, in Nairobi, I wanted to read the results hand coming to make me an idea of what was the situation. I must say that at first glance I wasn‘t surprised, rather, everything what I theorized was confirmed: The data collected were 281 Kabiria zones, Riruta, KwaNgare, Satellite, Nga‘ ndo: as I showed in the first chapter, on poverty, are all extremely poor areas of Nairobi. As regard to gender : Women (40%) are in the minority compared to men (60%).
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female 41% male 59%



Figure 19: Gender Bands 15-19 20-24 25-29 N: 38 61 59 Figure 20, Table 7: Age groups



30-34 33



35-39 28



40-44 20
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45-49 39



50-54 6



55-59 15



I have distinguished all questionnaires in 10 age groups in order to better compare data: I then clustered further age groups to have an idea about the percentage on young people are in Kenya. 50+ 9% 30-50 31%



15-30 60%



Figure 21: Age groups cluster As you can see, results are surprising: more than 60% of respondents is between an average of 15 and 30 years old. Only 9% belong to that range from 50 years. Trends of age, are consistent with last Kenyan Governments data, of course, we are talking about working people, so we cannot have al bands of population.
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Figure 22: Population age structure Source: World Bank Dataset 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 15-19
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Figure 23: Educational Trends Regard Education in the graph is clearly highlighted as the younger age groups are likely, more than adults, to attend more classes. These data are also confirmed by
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recent studies done on data of the Ministry of Education. All of this is was useful to begin to understand if the research could be realistic or not and if the data are trustable. We have this improvement in education thanks to teacher competencies, reduction in class sizes, improvement of classroom conditions, increased achievement levels, and overall indications of an improvement in the quality of education; all of them, have all been, in part, products of this external support. Without these programmes, the system would not have expanded adequately, bringing lower access, and slower progress in improving teacher competencies.



Figure 24: Total Enrollment in Primary and Secondary School 1970-2010 Source: World Bank Dataset
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Therefore data in figure 24 clearly confirm that trends on education are all growing. The percentage of people who do not have a level of education among the lower classes is 0 while between adults growth. Primary education in Kenya, even for the poorest is becoming more and more use, this also thanks to support of the international NGO financing especially this type of activity. A first interesting data comes from the comparison between the income and the level of education: we expect to find a growing trend so that, where the level of education is higher, level of income should be is higher. A wide range of studies demonstrated this fact. Sandy Baum, (2007)evidences how students who attend institutions of higher education obtain a wide range of personal and financial benefits. On the contrary, as you can see in the figure 25 this correlation is negative. The highest average income is on citizens who have not attended any kind of education. The assumptions that I managed to make about this, is that in a market without merit like that one in a slums, actually education is not acting as as strength but instead slows the experience that a person can accumulate over time.
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495 490 485 480 475 470 465 460 455 450 445 None



Primary
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Figure 25: Education and Income By experience we mean the whole series of improvements, creating a circle of trusted customers to achieve a greater level of profit and economic stability. Obviously whoever starts before performing a task, invest the time in these improvements, and can achieve a greater income. Another hypothesis might be linked with measurement errors: the gap that divides the different education is very low: 490 KSH against 460KSH so we are talking about 30KSH, or 20€ cents. The people in the adult age group are much less compared to the younger age group, there is the likelihood that occurred statistical errors.
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5.3.2 Finance Source The central part of the work concerned financial sources. We wanted to demonstrate how most people in possession of a commercial activity in fact were not attracted by banks, but instead by those informal alternative of financing systems. In the questionnaire I gave subject chance to choose their reply in macros funding areas: o COMMERCIAL/ Micro BANK (Barclays, KCB, EQUITY BANK, KREP, FAULU, KADET…) o MARRY GO ROUND o



LOCAL/MONEYLENDERS



o FAMILY SAVING At the beginning I had divided the category commercial bank in 2: commercial and Micro Finance Bank, but seeing that the two institutions were often understood as the same thing, and that more microfinance banks went in the direction of the commercial I decided to group them in one. For Merry go Round "means as already explained all the informal type ROSCA that can be closed or open to new members and in general all types of financial Self Help group. Local/Money Lenders are local lenders. They are often seen in negative view in our market systems. On the contrary they are a richness for local economies and as I mentioned in the preceding paragraphs the market evolves from ROSCA to Moneylenders, leaving space for
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those people who, by standing between employers and borrowers of money, break on die the only flow of resources that characterized the above forms of microfinance. As regards the nature and magnitude of expenditure that they address, we can notice as the characteristic of informality subtract them from all pecuniary obligations arising from an adjustment to the legal level; in addition, working in the field of micro and in narrow contact with all the surrounding communities, are they in first person to take care of managing their accounting, and administrating their own affairs. In this category we understood all those loans that local shops offer to merchants and more generally to individuals to buy goods and pay. 80
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Figure 26: Source of finance and ages groups
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Finally, last but not least, the family saving, i.e. all those loans resulting from savings from the family or by a sphere of friends very close. The research findings show unequivocally that the younger age group are relying on money coming from the family, more than 73%; this percentage drops as we move towards adult categories, and then rises gradually again to the elderly. There are three important evidence consistent with these data: the first come from Susan Johnson (2009) which find evidence about age groups and exclusion from credit access. She shows how inclusion is strongly associated with age, finding also the average age for bank users (37years old), consistent again with our data. The second evidence regards education: there is a strong correlation between education and age groups. As we said before education is been implemented in Kenya only in the last years, so young generation are more likely to study rather than older people; therefore because of the strong correlation between education and source of finance 17 young people tend to rely more on family saving, as figure 26 shows. The last concern recent studies which says that in developing countries (Bloom 2003) with large families the elderly may rely more on intra-household transfers and less on
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See figure 28
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savings as a method of old age support, while the presence of large numbers of children in the household can increase current consumption needs and .reduce saving. The local Money lenders are the second most used by the respondents: this option is little used at a young age but rises gradually with rising of age categories, until it reached a maximum at 50-54. The local money lenders, are very useful for this kind of society; some recent studies evidence that people are more likely to take goods on credit from local shops when they are facing hard times: of course as we said previously Kenyan people are face a great inflation ( more than 15% every year) adults to avoid this are more likely to borrow from local shop and moneylenders. The merry go Round (MGR) as a form of financing remain roughly stable through the various age groups, with a minor slope if the person is too young or too adult. We are going to focus more on MGR later in this chapter). The use made of the Commercial Bank and MFI are one of the central part of the research; with those answer we can certify what was only a theory till now. In addition to being the least used, is evident from the graph how little appreciated by young and less young people up to 30 years. From 30 years, Commercial Banks, is a solution that is more appreciated, this is probably due to the wealth accumulated in the course of working life and therefore can act as a guarantee for banks.
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But then in the last age band gets a very low numbers of preferences again, because elderly are less inclined to open a new activity funded by banks and are more likely to die, then the risk to banks is greater. To have more indicators concerning financing sources I compared this information with others data we found. Merry Female Man



Family Saving 16,52174 49,56522 11,44578 53,01205



Local Commercial Money 30,43478 3,478261 29,51807 6,024096



Table 6: Data Source of finance and gender 60 50 40 Female
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Man 20 10 0 Merry
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Local Money



Figure 27: Source of finance and gender
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Commercial



If we correlate gender with various finance sources than we realize that there isn‘t strong evidence in responses. We can see how women tendon to use more Merry go Round to get financed (and this is not surprising) and less Commercial banks. The starting point of Siwan Anderson and Jean-Marie Baland (2003) in a recent studies in KIbera slum in Nairobi, is the observation that married women with a regular income-earning occupation were the most likely to participate in a rosca, as we showed previously. Their explanation regards women preference to higher saving rates than the one chosen by the household; infact women will use roscas to accumulate more savings. Even though, ex ante, her husband and other members in the family would have preferred her not to start saving through a rosca, they may ex post, once she receives the pot, agree with her plan to spend the accumulated savings. Participation in a rosca thus increases a woman‘s welfare at the expense of her husband. The case of Faulu gives us further confirmation of how the male are the majority in a commercial banks. The use of Commercial Banks goes exactly in the opposite direction of Merry go Round. They require a formal behavior, and most of the time women are still consider not independent and emancipated. (Ciarunji 1992)
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Figure 28: Source of finance and Education In figure 28 I compared finance sources with education given by respondents. A first interesting data comes from Commercial banks, although this evidence is not strong, we see how the grow in education is linked with a larger percentage of people who come to banking sector. If we had data of people who attended universities probably this correlation would be stronger, but it‘s very difficult to find a person who has passed the secondary education in a slum. These data are reflected also in FSD survey (Johnson 2008): education is strongly associated with the likelihood of bank use in 2006. 33.5% of those with a secondary education had a bank account and this has increased to 39% in 2009, with an above average increase compared to those with primary or no education. Moreover, having
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a secondary education rather than no education now has the second largest positive association with bank account use +21% ,while primary education also has a positive association (+8%). However the correlation that we find out is not that strong, but this probably reflect the sample that we took in consideration, composed exclusively by ―slum people‖. The other interesting data comes from the positive correlation between family saving family and education. This much stronger correlation than the first shows how those who failed to complete studies need the help of family in order to open a business. The last evidence from figure 29 come from Merry go Round that are negatively correlated with education: a further demonstration of the fact that those who have not studied because they might not have economic possibilities, managed to create a stronger relationships network of than anyone who has studied, and so are less likely to be chosen by well educated people, which might prefer something more formal such as bank account.
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Figure 29: Source of finance and income One thing that is important to understand is whether the sources of finance are correlated with the income of a person. In this figure 29 there isn‘t a strong correlation Commercial Bank and the Merry go Round; but on the contrary there is a direct relationship with the local money lenders and reverse for saving family. It seems that the two options are true and just substitute with the growth of income. This response can be interpreted as a greater propensity to debt and integration with the local economy, as the income grow, and with a move away from the primary income given by family. Diagne Aliou (1998) demonstrate that access to formal credit, by enabling households to reduce their borrowing from informal sources, has marginally beneficial effects on
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household annual income. However, these effects are very small and do not cause any significant difference between the per capita incomes of families. These could explain partially why there is no correlation between income and formal credit access. The last correlation regard finance source was made with the ownership of the activity or property House. 70 60 50 Merry
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Figure 30: Source of finance and activity ownership As you can see from figure 30 the only source of finance correlated positively is family saving. This means that most people who are able to borrow from family manage to open a task, which then becomes the family's activities. In other cases of finance, often the money are used to buy materials or to rent some local. In the case
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of home ownership, on the contrary we have seen from the data as there is not a real correlation between any of the sources of financing and ownership. 5.3.3 Struggling And Finance Access A question as I mentioned before, that it‘s then revealed almost as a unique response, is about "struggling": I.e. how many people felt in a State of poverty and how many had problems to eat and provide basic dignitous service to man. 120
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Figure 31: Struggling Percentages between 80 and 97% responded that they have problems; they say that fail often to eat, to dress to find the money to send children to school, to go ahead with the their job. We're always talking about people who have their own activities and therefore are not unemployed.
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The only comforting fact comes out from linking struggling with income, divided into Low, medium and high bands; in fact that the highest income bracket replied that they don‘t have this kind of problems. But we have to say, then the higher-category is not even 10% of all observation so it isn‘t definable as statistically significant; but we still need to create an idea that with a high income you can stand in a dignified condition; 120 100 80 Yes
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Figure 32:Struggling and income At this point is useful, to do a further clarification regarding the accuracy of these results. Since the question was "How much do you earn from your average daily activity", and not being able to ask for a monthly salary, because many people fail to calculate
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it, most responded simply answer with daily salary. If we wanted to know the relative earnings of a day's work should take the relative costs. This is very difficult to do, because there aren‘t writings of all sorts, and being based on the family, it‘s difficult to understand who paid for what and for which activities, what has been given free of charge for a favor done previously etc.. If you multiply the average salary that is 450KSH for the days of a month we get 13,500 KSH. This salary is very high if you consider the areas we're talking about. But, whereas as told to gain have to be removed the direct costs of management who are respectively the rent of the activity, the purchase of materials, etc.; and that profit in these densely populated is minimized considering models of perfect competition. It‘s easy to determine that only 50% of 450 KSH are personal gain, so therefore it remains from 200 to 300 KSH per day, in a month would be 6000-9000 and 72,000 to 100000 KSH in a year. If we compare these figures with those of the International Monetary Found a Kenyan citizen earns on average $ 874,772 that are 87400 KSH. We can see then how the data found are similar to other statistics. INCOME DATA
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Before moving to the financial situation I put below another very interesting data that does nothing but confirm what said in the previous statistics: how many people have ever asked for money in a bank. 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0



Bank request Yes Bank request Yes failed Bank request No



Figure 33: Bank request As you can see from chart, prevailing and overwhelming response is ―no‖. Comparing with the age groups the graph highlights what was said previously, than going ahead with the bands more people try to get in touch with the reality of the Bank because of the major assets accumulated over a lifetime. The peak is again touched from 35 to 49 years. In fact, if we add answers ―Yes‖ to ―Yes failed‖ we get the chart below (figure 34).
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These findings are consistent also with Wagema G. Mukir (2008) which indicated that knowledge-based resources gained from maturation (age), training, previous start-up experience and vicariously through entrepreneurial parents were found to be associated with greater levels of entrepreneurial orientation and bank access. 100 90 80 70 60 50
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Figure 34: Bank request clustered Where in the range 40-44 the percentage of people who come into contact with a bank touches the 50%. Returning to figure 33 is evident how most people who come into contact with banks are rejected. This identifies the clear lack of requirements that the Bank asks for and highlights once again all the data and assumptions set forth in the previous chapter.
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Only in the range 40-44 responses Yes overcome Yes failed, this always to point out that age bands that the collateral are more frequently and is easier to guarantee a loan. To enquire better this phenomenon I also crossed finance with gender of respondents: 90 80 70 60 Yes 50
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Figure 35: Bank request and gender It‘s clear how the percentage of men who we did request a bank is far greater than the percentage of women. While the percentage of those that were funded is almost equal between genders, what make this imbalance are women who have not been accepted by banks. This date is in sharp contrast with the basic theory of microcredit that wants women, as the
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privileged target of micro-credit, but at same time is consistent with data of Faulu bank which we showed previously. But if we have look at gender and merry go round use situation is reversed. 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
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Figure 36: Merry go Round belonging and sex As you can see from figure 36 women who are part of ROSCA are far greater, and this is confirms by the fact that women with appropriate tools have a more far-sighted view and saving of men. There are many studies (Malkamäki 2009) which confirm the greater attitude of women towards ROSCA: in 2006 over one third of all women (36.0%) belonged to ROSCAs compared to 22.2% of men. Anderson and Baland (2000) have suggested an explanation. They claim that the main reason why members and especially women
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join groups is the household conflict. Based on data from Kibera in Nairobi, Anderson and Baland show that men prefer immediate consumption to saving. However, even if the husband prefers consumption, he will not force the wife to withdraw from the ROSCA because they both are aware of the social sanctions that the ROSCA would put on the household if the wife withdraws. When the wife has received her pot the husband is usually willing to allow her to purchase the goods towards which she has been saving. So here is further confirmed the theory that banks are greatly far from microcredit hinges principles, and that the merry go round on the contrary are closer to population. 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
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Figure 37:Merry go round belonging and ages groups
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Just look at figure 37 to realize how much the merry go round are enormously employed more than many other financial services offered by banks. The curve remains more or less stable at all age groups meaning that all people make a common use of them, like Western people use bank. The merry go round, as said many times. are a central part of the economy of Kenya, and are not only an important opportunity to accumulate and save, but are also a great way to start bringing people to the mentality of the investment. From revelations showed that the total average pot, or share a saver receives once she touches his round is 3600 KSh while the proportion that puts a week is 500 KSH.



Figure 38: Saving service and Loan service 2006-2009 Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009
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These reports are confirmed by other studies such as the questionnaire conducted in 2009 by ―Kenya Financial Sector Deepening‖(FSD).18 From this data we can easily see that people prefer to save in ROSCA or Hidden saving 19 , and loan from Local shop or Family saving, consistent with data found below. 5.3.4 Property Asset In the last few correlations, I put in relation with the age property of the House or shop. While estimates of the House are absolutely accurate, those concerning the ownership of the shop can have errors of measurement. This is because some people have only one thing, which is the store and use it as a home, others have two "buildings" detached, others cannot say owning a shop because they are street vendors. This category can generate programmatically misstatements questionnaire: people who own just a kiosk or who don't own either one and maybe expose their goods on
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As we see in paragraph 3.1
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Most of hidden savings are money save and invest in Rosca not registered so difficult to monitor
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the street have responded in a manner inconsistent; Some say owning their shop, others say no. In a sense they are both right, so it‘s difficult to find if statistic is valid. 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0



Shop yes Shop no



Figure 39: Shop ownership and ages groups In fact, as we can see from Figure 39 the curve remains more or less stable for the age groups, while the data is probably realistic regards the youngest band which tends to possess their own business. Data which are more interesting to look at are property of the House associated with the age groups.
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90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0



House yes House No



Figure 40: House ownership and age groups As we can see the trend is strongly negative, so the younger bands tend not to own a House, and of course, this is not surprising, as people become older tend to increase their assets. In the age range between 50 and 54 House property touches the peak to the 65% Another thing that is interesting is the correlation with income: 80 70 60 50 40
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Figure 41:House ownership and income
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As we saw in the correlation between income and sources of finance, there are differences between average income bands and so this means that the income does not affect the purchase of a house. Those who can afford a higher income don't buy the House but often try to rent a House with an expensive rent. If we compare income with the activities ownnership we find a positive relationship. Those who can afford a high-income tries to expand, buy a shop; this is not surprising considering just what we were saying before about streets vendors. 80 70 60 50 Shop Yes
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Figure 42: Shop ownership and income It‘s therefore likely that those who may try to buy a room where his activities can yield even more or maybe can use as a home.
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A particular interesting fact was what I found while writing data from paper questionnaire to digital format: every time I was looking at the local rental was answered me as a person paid per day, then I multiplied to 30 to get the entire month. This, always to emphasize the strong Kenyans people mentality of having shortcoming daily view rather than in Western word monthly or yearly. Before showing the last data about the M-PESA system, however, take a step back to explain what is this technology and how it managed to completely revolutionize the financial market. 5.3.5 M-pesa- A New Revolutionary Technology Safaricom, which began operations in 1997, is currently the largest mobile phone operator in Kenya, controling nearly 80 percent of the market, ahead of its two nearest rivals (Zain and Orange). In April 2007, following a donor‐funded pilot project, Safaricom launched a new mobile phone‐based payment and money transfer service, known as M‐PESA The name M-Pesa is derived from the Swahili word pesa, meaning cash. M-PESA allows users to make four basic types of transaction: transfers from person to person transfers from individuals to businesses cash withdrawals at designated outlets loan receipt or repayment
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M‐PESA has spread quickly, and has become the most successful mobile phone‐ based financial service in the developing world. The average number of new registrations per day exceeded 5,000 in August that year, and reached nearly 10,000 in December. By August 2009, a stock of about 7.7 million M‐PESA accounts had been registered. Users say it‘s faster, cheaper, more reliable, and safer, and a very large majority report that they would suffer significant negative consequences if it were to be shut down. These are some of the reason that the researcher WILLIAM JACK 20 try to suggest to explain the the great success of M‐PESA. First, it simply facilitates trade, making it easier for people to pay for, and to receive payment for, goods and services.



Electricity bills can be paid with a push of a few buttons instead of



traveling to an often distant office with a fistful of cash and waiting in a long queue; consumers can quickly purchase cell phone credit (―airtime‖) without moving; and taxi drivers can operate more safely, without carrying large amounts of cash, when they are paid electronically. Second, by providing a safe storage mechanism, M‐



20



William Jack The Economics of M-PESA
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PESA could increase net household savings. Third, because it facilitates inter‐ personal transactions, it could improve the allocation of savings across households and businesses by deepening the person‐to‐person credit market. This could increase the average return to capital, thereby producing a feed‐back to the level of saving.



Figure 43: Phone use in Kenya 1998-2010 Source: Safaricom 2010 Survey (FSD 2009) has estimated 5.3 million registered M-PESA customers, which equals 25 percent of the adult population. This is consistent with Safaricom‘s reported figure of 5.4 million customers as of January 2009. Close to half of its customers are in the formally included category exclusively on the basis of being registered M-PESA users( see expansion in figure 43).
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Adoption of M-PESA is more widespread among men than women, although the difference is not large. As might be expected, there is a higher rate of adoption among young people and the better educated. it‘s highest among the 18- 24 age group at 38 percent, falling to 14 percent among the over 65.



Figure 44: Use of money transfer option 2006-2009 Source: FSD Dataset 2006-2009 The most significant evident impact of M-PESA is a virtual explosion of money transfer activity. People who reported sending money domestically during the year grew by 150 percent, from 2.9 million to 6.8 million. Two thirds of them sent money by M-PESA. Other than friends and family, use of all other means of sending money suffered absolute declines.
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In effect, M-PESA has had two impacts, a growth impact, i.e. stimulating an increase in transactions, and a substitution impact, i.e. diverting business from other service providers. It‘s quite possible that in the absence of economic growth, the uptake of M-PESA would have been less significant. Turning back to my research I want to emphasize how the data collected clearly reflect the impact that the M-Pesa system has had on the respondents. 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
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Figure 45: Use of M-PESA By comparing the age groups with the usage of the system M-PESA is seen as young people aged between 15 and 35 years to make a great use of the system by 80-90%. The percentage drops down as you go up the various age groups ending up to 50% for those higher ages.
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Some answers in the questionnaires show as M-PESA system has made life much easier for traders: “I use it to get pay” “Yes of course, I use to pay suppliers” “ I can send money to my village family” Many of these answer are quite similar one another, but they represent the actual use of this new technology. When market actor realize that there are chances of profits among who were previously considered unbanked, the technology is made available to the poorest, and M-PESA is an excellent example .Mobile banking, as it is called, can reduce costs and increase the quality of services, even in poor communities (Kapoor et al., 2007). I‘ll consider new technology and development in concluding remarks.



5.4 EXPERIENCES WITHIN KOINONIA Given the great response that there has been about the SHG I decided while staying in Nairobi to study better this phenomenon. It was very important for me to get in touch with this reality: where within the project of Koinonia there are several groups that finance micro-projects. These projects were born following the will of some Comboni brothers and local people to develop the territory through microcredit. The philosophy is to try to help
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local population not only with temporary aid but also with real credit structure delivery to allow evolution of the surrounding environment. 5.4.1 Il Progetto Eep To better understand Merry Go Round and Finance SHG, I decide to focus on some working project. One of these projects is inside the Kivuli Centre, where I stayed during my staing in Nairobi, is the Employment and Enterprise Program (EEP) After a study produced by the Office of internal search, KARDS Koinonia advsisory research and development services, on the structure of the market in the Dagoretti, was founded in 2003 EEP; thanks to the collaboration of Caritas Italiana with four other local authorities: Koinonia Kommunity, ―la parrocchia di Kangemi‖, la Karitas Kenya and the ―suore della consolata‖. The primary aim of establishing the Employment and Enterprise Program (EEP) is centered on improving the capability of the poor people to develop analytical skills, make important decisions about themselves and most importantly to organize themselves in solidarity groups in order to tackle poverty. As a result the poor will be in a position to create wealth and perpetuate hope, control or influence over processes and relationships which affect their well being. EEP therefore will hope to contribute significantly to the economic livelihood security of the poor people.
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Through EEP, KARDS will practically enhance its vision of ennobling individuals. This ennoblement will take the form of uplifting people‘s socio economic standards, their harmonious development and ultimately to their common good. In essence this facility will help create a state of nobility amongst the poor, where their social status will be uplifted gradually.



I worked for about 2 weeks with the project manager, Mr. Paul Kisolo, the greatest difficulty was not so much in data collection or let them understand on what were focused my studies, but on simple meeting with the EEP Staff. In this experience I had to work to maintain calm in face of Kenyan mentality which for the first time it‘s presented to me in all its aspects: delays in appointments, complete lack of order, disinformation were very common. Often happened that after agreed to a date in one place at a certain time, this was completely misrepresented; the first few times I was furious then I started to understand that it‘s a completely different mentality. Once managed to get in touch with the team of EEP I was able to extrapolate the objectives of EEP programme: 1. To promote and enhance the entrepreneurial abilities of start-ups and very small businesses
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2. To encourage the formation of production centers with a capacity of generating employment. 3. To promote apprenticeship endeavors whose orientation will be to impart. Sharpen or improving practical skills of apprentices 4. To encourage application of acquired skills for creative entrepreneurial endeavors Projects to benefit from EEP will have the following qualities: 



Clear formulation and implementation plan







Business nature and orientation







Effective empowerment of the people especially the poor







Human development and formation







Strong ability to repay all the money invested in them within the contractual period







Creativity, innovation and growth over time







Legal, moral and environmental friendly







Sustainability within one year



Loans will be extended to innovative individual or group projects Project description must include: 



A detailed description of the project‘s design and implementation
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Business strategies







Project‘s intended impact on beneficiaries







Prospects for growth







Financial budget







Repayment plans according to the set time limit



It would seem to here, a correct working association, with excellent requirements that attempts to give his support to the citizens around itself. Furthermore also having a market research of Kards is evident that it‘s easier to steer customers towards the establishment of those activities which were able to meet the demand of the population. In short, an excellent opportunity for me to see closely how an Association of this type work. The Group's history is somewhat emblematic of many associations of this type in Kenyan. Funded with the money of the CARITAS ITALIANA in 2003 for € 60,000 (a monstrous amount of money if we think about the Kenyan reality), in 2007 had to declare the first bankruptcy.
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This is attributable to the great revolts that were there because of the elections and rioting erupted following: many of the business are destroyed and the people that were funded have not been able to return the money had. The project was again funded with 1,000,000 KSH (approximately 8,000 €) by project managers. And here you see the difference with what had previously funded the ITALIAN CARITAS. After about 3 years the project of preparing to close again for lack of funds. As I said earlier, this project is very important for our reserch because it allows us to fully understand the mentality of this type of associations.



This project was started as told in 2002 to meet the needs of work that the system as a whole was manifesting initially with the collaboration of the local church for the choice of the beneficiaries, in a totally independent, it has gradually developed, arriving today to count approximately 300 people founded. Unlike many programs, characterized by the presence of women, this sees the participation of both women and men, albeit with a clear predominance of the first than the second, which is just about 30, the total of those involved. Organized in groups of five, before contracting any debt each person must prove to be able to repay
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moreover as we will see the project require lots of guarantees, as well as a series of initial requirements, which are the prerequisites to become eligible for the credit. Firstly, it must be said that the loan may be contracted only two months after the formal registration of the Group at the EEP21. During this period each Member is obliged to prove his ability of savings through the provision of a certain sum of money and payment of a fee of 230 ksh divided in the following way: 50 ksh motivation form, ksh 50 pass book, ksh 100 training fee and 30 ksh of loan application, in order to cover partially the cost that the program faces for stationery material training courses, which will be discussed later, as well as marginal way for losses that can occur. The amount of the first loan is granted in the ratio of about five times the money accumulated by the customer and usually does not exceed 10,000 ksh. Every loan disbursed is incremented by a 10% interest and then divided by the number of 6, 12 rate in a month or 2 in a week, depending on personal agreements between staff of EEP and every single customer.



21



Consistent with our reserch in paragrafh 5.2
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5.4.2 Oddities: Empirical Considerations I‘ll proceed with the description of its functional characteristics with Annex below presented, indicating: n° 4, 5, 6 examples of registration of financial assets and liabilities, together with the General conditions of contract; Annex 7 how managers should take account of the payments during meetings with each group. From prospect of the annex 4, in which are noted: deposits, loans and payments of Lady Margret Kihira, you may notice how from the accumulation of deposit is 2,200 ksh sprung a ksh 10,000 loan and a total figure of 11,000 ksh due, As is usual in African habits, there are rules but rarely are respected: the rate laid down, which should be 12%, and amounting to 916 ksh, each are actually 8 (a given data is inexplicably deleted), most of the time, to a tenth of the total amount due, and last payment, three-tenths of the same. Even more bizarre are the solutions presented in the annex 5, Peter Mureithi loan document: apart from the numerous extremely varied payments for amounts and repayment dates, I would like to point out, as is granted a second loan of 5,000 ksh on 4/11/05, while the customer has 12,500 ksh savings. Each withdraw is forbidden from their accounts until the end of the credit relationship, when all the members of the group have in turn repaid the amount due. Finally, although the rules require subsequent loan disbursements not exceeding 50,000 ksh, this particular customer was granted a loan of 100,000 ksh.
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As regards the process of granting of loans subsequent to the first one, the amount is given in the proportion of three times the savings accumulated, spread over a total period not exceeding twelve months, and increased by interest rate ranging from 10% to 12%, depending on the number of months of validity of the contract. The staff of EEP proceeds as follows: first calculates the absolute value corresponding to this percentage, then the sum to the amount disbursed and then remove, the sums paid by clients from time to time Interest rates assume in this case a very wide range of values, depending on more or less to the extended period of repayment. Respecting the terms of payment, they will finance around a 20% on an annual basis, although in reality, rates go from 13-14% annual, or less for those delays in payments, to others who are close to a 50%. Finally occur even extreme cases such as that one shown in annex 6 where the borrower, by returning large amount as 50,000 ksh or ksh 100,000 within one or two months to support a cost on the debt of 151.8 percent. Not respecting the rules and returning the amount due in advance, customers do not realize to address costs much higher than those that could, if only they had followed as set forth in the agreement. It‘s difficult to get an idea of the number of customers who pay a percentage of interest adequate or that one that otherwise receive "donations", of course is that this
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aspect is completely unknown to the local borrower, perhaps for shortcoming mentality and problems, repeatedly cited. Another anomalous case of is presented in annex 7 where there is completely absent of general information of the customer and are provided, one below the other, the amounts of money to a certain value, much higher than the resources of deposit account. I must unfortunately say that folders like these are far from rare, confirming a superficial method of working, in enforcing what previously established. Finally, in the annex 8, as well as receipts of payments made is recorded the overall situation of the group, at meeting time: i.e. annotated resources paid by each component, whether by personal savings, or to honor commitments, and the total financial assets and liabilities owned up to that time. If instead we examine guarantees required by EEP program they are both real and personal; they appear higher to overall value of the total amount of the loan. Whereas the latter occurring only in a group of users of the service, which are called to answer for any delinquencies of each component in solidarity, the first are conducted as mortgage of own goods, or through some "pawn", if it can be called, liquidity owned and held by creditors. They are ready to grab it if his teammates did not fulfil the commitment. Additional element that serves to reduce the credit risk assumed by EEP is the loan insurance: it‘s a form of insurance that each customer must sign; it‘s equal
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to 2% of each loan contract and is used to cover those losses that can occur in the event of the insolvency of the debtor to death. Also in this case, though, theory and practice deviate significantly; not always folders shows the fulfillment of that rule: annex 4 ksh 10,000 granted on the programme "loan insurance" configure in just 20 ksh, n° 5, instead, Mr. Peter Mureithi respects this condition quite regularly, while in the case of Mrs. Maria Kabiti Irtmgy (annex 6) this is completely ignored. 5.4.3 Staff Consideration Other topic I would like to discuss is related to the training courses held by EEP Staff to loan beneficiaries. Training begins when the · participants reach a consistent number and is held for a total period of three weeks, a period of three hours per day, for three days a week. Also in this case I must refrain from expressing my doubts about the actual capacity of who should take these lessons. In particular, four people: the Coordinator and Deputy Coordinator of EEP, Jorge Araka and Paul Kisolo, the client supervisor Fred Okelo and a volunteer who works at the Center. They are unfortunately people who lived most of their lives in poverty and that only recently were able to access training courses organized by some institutions. Despite this, the level of preparation achieved by people who participate reflects the serious shortcomings of the school system as a whole. Being the microcredit
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program, reflecting the quality of Staff teaching, is not rare to have economic sustainability problems among borrowers due to teaching. . 5.4.4 Monitoring Concluding, what I would like to consider are mechanisms for periodic verification of the ability of income holders of entrepreneurial activities, in order to trace an overview on their future solvency. These types of controls are carried out through two different tools: periodic meeting, and field monitoring of the various businesses. Parts of the first are all monthly meetings chaired by EEP, with all borrowers and savers. These are occasions of comparison between the various participants, i.e. moments during which various individuals expressing desires or needs that the programme takes into account and which coordinators can make appropriate modification. However, I must unfortunately once again to point out how sometimes this mechanism doesen0t work so well, because, very often, Kenyan people behavior: despite being applied a penalty of 50 ksh to absent 0 to those who delay of more than 45 minutes compared to the established timetable, during the meeting at which I had the pleasure of participating the number of individuals present at the meeting was around 60 people, very little that is in relation to 300 that should attend this meeting. A similar conduct seems to be exclusively synonymous with lack of interest in respect of those policies that could increase activities and thus improve their lives.
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Finally, visit appear to have only a limited effect to the various activities carried out by persons in charge: it seems to be an opportunity to chat about nothing in particular, rather than serious operations monitoring the economic situation of micro-enterprises of each. 5.4.5 Difficulties According To The Staff However, according to managers, difficulties doing Microfinance can be discerned in these 4 reasons: 1. Low repayment rate: During the year very few clients remitted their loan arrears even those have been promising to repay have not done so. The only loan repayments that were received were reemitted by the new clients from the parent economic empowerment program 2. Low Savings rate: Just like the loan repayment the program has not had any saving deposits from the old clients except little form the Kivuli and Anita parents only. 3. Clients Visit: This has been an ongoing exercise to all clients however it has proven not to bear any fruit since its more expensive to the organization as most of the clients have deteriorated to the worse thus they only make promises which we as the office we are quite sure they will not keep or even if they keep it takes same longer duration.
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4. Lack of enough resources for Office operation: the organization does not have enough resources to cater for its office operations thus making it difficult to meet some of its prior set plans for the year. Which let us guess that some of the reasons that I noticed are clear also to EEP staff on the failure of this Association, yet one thing that is worth to stress is the point 4. As mentioned several times the associations are constantly seeking for funds. But my question is: why they need always new funds? Shouldn‘t finance work as a bank? Funds, in my opinion, are needed because this lack of transparency: there are borrowers who take money and never return, there are also unclear staff operations and other corrupted behavior. Money never seems to be enough. Budgets, financial reports, and schedule will be exposed in the annex below. 5.4.6 Anita’s House Another short experience I want to report is about Anita‘s Home which is another Finance Shg. Anita‘s Home, is a rescue center for street girls; was founded in 1999 by Julius White, in memory of Anita Pavesi, honorary judge of the juvenile court of Milan. It always remains within the circuit of Koinonia as the EEP project I referred to in the previous paragraph. Currently hosts a 39 girls aged between 6 and 18 years who are usually recovered from the Nairobi slums by a local organization.
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From March 2005 the Centre has set up a microcredit project, with the aim of helping individuals wishing to start a small business, to purchase goods and raw materials needed. Initially addressed to relatives of the girls, later expanded also to others who are not closely related to the community, it provides, credits, small sums of money, to those individuals, all female, and in the surrounding community who express financial needs. Conditions for use of the service are: the recruitment of four other partner, the initial payment of 500 ksh each, and the drafting of a statement indicating kind of products they wish to purchase and the respective costs, in order to verify its compatibility with the magnitude of resources granted. While the amount of the first loan is equal for all, is equal to 5,000 ksh, the second depends on how women were able to save; in particular, the share awarded is manifested in a ratio of about three times that one accumulated. Most business concerns sale of fruit and vegetables; a few are craftsman, no one expects the cultivation and sale of agricultural products, which is forbidden by project managers. The rules laid down at the local level provide that money is granted starting two weeks after the formal Constitution of the group. The repayment period is usually of six months for the first credit report with weekly, biweekly, monthly rate depending on the personal needs of the debtor. Next to the continued payment of the debt, each
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is encouraged to save 100 ksh monthly which are held together, in a single bank deposit account, in order to secure funds and minimize the costs of service. Any delay in payment of the share of financial liabilities due, or any absence to periodic meetings to which they are obliged to participate requires a payment penalty of 50 ksh. However as I showed I many cases, these kind of rule are rarely respected. As regards the determination of interest rete applied, there is a discrepancy between the way of "Western method" and the one used in the project: the General conditions set out in the various loan contracts, there is a level of these costs equal to 1% monthly; but as we know, for the exact calculation of the variable, we should actualize every rate and equalize the total amount of each, to the amount disbursed. Given that each loan is different from the others, it would have many percentages, how many are those who use the service as well as you would get their exact values only at the end of the loan, or after discounting each rate refunded. Such a diversification of expenditure relating to microcredit service comes from unconsciousness, both from customer and from Staff of the value of the time. This produces as we said in EEP case a very wide range of interests, according to more or less extended repayment period.
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Moreover, the only form of control that is actually performed consists in verifying the purchase of the goods listed in the initial documents compiled by each customer, in order to be part of the program. However, is not conducted any feasibility study on the business.



5.5 CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT EXPERIENCE IN KOINONIA At this point I would make a series of considerations of what I learned from these experience: 1) These groups are developed at the beginning with a large amount of liquidity often coming from the outside. They completely lack of experience and knowledge tools needed to develop micro-credit. These tools are learned gradually over time with continous errors (learning by doing). This process is very expensive and often must close before have developed something concrete and stable. In this case, for istance, I am referring to the large financing offered by CARITAS Italy, and the interest of 1% asked for the loan. 2) These associations do not have the concept of sustainability of long-term among their goal. This as been said several times is derived from culture, ―try
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to take today as much as possible without worrying about the situation of tomorrow‖. 3) I have often found situations of ambiguous and not so much transparent. Even within a community towards poverty development sponsored by Church and in a public area, many financial operations still seem unclear. By this I mean that, many of the organizers actually may try to take as much as possible from the project funded, thus destroying it. This mentality is emblematic of the associations I visited, all suffer or have suffered the same illness, i.e. dishonest people (Staff), taking money intended for poor per se. And this not only destroying the economy of an area, but this create the condition for stagnation and a slow development; because even those who have enriched at first, often uses all the money in other activity that do not benefit the community. Whoever is looking for get/steal as much as possible; this cost is paid by other people, those who where slower to get/steal. 4) In consideration of item 3, I would say also that these centers are open often not so much to really help the poorest, or to develop a free market business that apply ―the microcredit principles‖ rather trying to take as much funds from international community. I‘ll be never tire of saying how this mechanism is deleterious for Kenya, for Africa and for all the world in General. The
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mentality is often stationary waiting for ―rainy funds‖; ―try to take as much as possible and once finished the funds close the task‖. This mentality has developed among Kenyans bring to stagnant economy which is not capable of running alone.



5.6 PROJECT in the SHG The PROJECT in the SHG considering bankruptcy experience and great doubts that have arisen after the meetings with the two SHG of Koinonia, I decided to study better the reality of SHG to the macroscopic level. This time I decided to ask for another research organization, always within Dagoretti: KARDS. Koinonia Advisory Research and Development Services (KARDS), a Community Development consultancy with special focus on organizational capacity building and training of community based staff. KARDS undertakes projects in Eastern and Central Africa, the Great Lakes Region and the Horn of Africa. This organization is inside the Shalom house and is still within the Koinonia project which also includes the Center: Kivuli Centre where I've been hosted. To them, I proposed to study more closely all the economic type SHG revolving around the Dagoretti district to try to understand better what we are talking about.
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I made a contract similar to that for the other team, so where the variable on the basis of the performance was increased; and I then "trained" the various team members to explain better what I wanted to show. Compared to other training these were much simpler because the people who I had before were much closer to the subject matter and therefore are even managed together with them to review and modify the questionnaires to do various SHG. 5.6.1 Work Methodology As I already said Nairobi is not a city but a province, which in turn is formed by eight divisions and fifty locations, mostly named after residential estates.



Division



Central



Dagoretti



Locations



Huruma · Kariokor · Mathare · Ngara · Starehe



Kawangware · Kenyatta/Golf Club · Mutuini · Riruta · Uthiru/Ruthmitu · Waithaka



Embakasi



Dandora · Embakasi · Kariobangi South · Kayole · Mukuru kwa Njenga · Njiru · Ruai · Umoja
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Kasarani



Githurai · Kahawa · Kariobangi North · Kasarani · Korogocho · Roysam bu · Ruaraka



Kibera



Karen · Kibera · Laini Saba · Langata · Mugumoini · Nairobi West · Ser a Ngombe



Makadara



Makadara · Makongeni · Maringo · Mukuru Nyayo · Viwandani



Pumwani



Bahati · Eastleigh North · Eastleigh South · Kamukunji · Pumwani



Westlands



Highridge · Kangemi · Kilimani · Kitisuru · Lavington · Parklands



Dagoretti division is taken as sample to study the whole area. In each Division a local chief is elected; he has to administrate the city and executes tasks given by the higher levels(Gok). In addition, in local Chief offices are kept lists of registered associations. Which we are interested in; obviously not everyone register, although recently the Government has put incentives in order to record the various groups, so that they can get access to funds of solidarity. It remains difficult to monitor the SHG unregistered, so we relied only on those registered with the local Chief.
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In the Annex 3 is possible to find the application form that you must fill in order record. They must pay Ksh 400 to register at the division office and then another Ksh 600 to get a certificate from the district office. Every district has its own registration form and certificates. Self Help Groups are limited to one sub-location. Once a group is registered, is filed and cataloged, all this in the absence of digital media which makes the search from a statistical point of view much more complex, because to see the total number of SHG is necessary to hand-transcribe all groups. This was one of the major obstacles whereas it‘s not possible to bring files outside of the building of the Local chief and that this is not fitted with a photocopier. My goal is to monitor the SHG in the course of a year. To do this we managed to find, after many difficulties, the data related to the year 2010 on the current situation of SHG in Dagoretti. As I said previously the primary aim of these organizations is the construction of social service infrastructure by the residents of communities in order to meet their locally defined needs. It must be noted that not all SHG efforts are small development projects devoted to the provision of collective goods. Some SHG activities entail efforts such as mutual aid and production groups but are collective in operation, their
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benefits are private because they are restricted to group members and not to all residents of the community. Therefore not all SHG we found dealing with financing: on the contrary many dealing with health, culture, social relations etc … If I were to summarize what are SHG in few words I would say that are auto-formed groups that treat the shortcomings of the State. Being the state very lacking in Kenya, citizens organize themselves accordingly and seek to run for cover with the tools that they possess. 5.6.2 Shg Result The first given impressive is that the SHG only in Dagoretti are 529 updated to July 2010: We are of course talking only of those recorded at the archives of the Government, motives for which we are led to think that being the SHG phenomenon, there are at least double that have not been registered. From these I selected carefully 167, so those dealing with financing to people. I then divided these 167 into two groups: Merry Go Round, Finance SHG. For Merry go round means all those groups in which money raised comes from the same members belonging to the Group and where there is a circular relationship among members, such as a commonly ROSCA.
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For Finance SHG means all those groups whose money can be generated by partners or by external donations. The group usually can be opened or closed to other members of the community, and there are supervisors who manage the savings and loans given to members. These organizations are very often contiguous with other activities. We are referring to groups similar to EEP, analyzed in the previous chapters. Merry Go Round



Finance SHG



Totale



55



112



167



As we can see from the first data the Finance SHG are many more of the Merry go round; This just becouse most of the Merry go Round remain hidden because they do not want to take solidarity funds while Finance SHG which are often connected with other realities are always trying to attracting funds from abroad and to do so must be registered with the Kenyan Government. One of the things on which this job will focus is the death rate and growth that these small groups have in a given district. In consideration of the experience with EEP, I wondered how often these associations are born and die.
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This allows us to make some considerations: 1) As seen the mistakes made by EEP resulted in not only a great loss of money, but also the closure of the same group for 2 times in the next few years. This experience over the years, it‘s very expensive, and is likely to be useless if in a few years the Group dies and people who have accumulated the experience are forced to focus on other activities. 2) This cost, which I would call "cost of training", is a big loss in terms of efficiency for the entire area, which ends up not grow ever adequately, because people who learn the job are not specializing and failing to re-pay for what they have learned. 3) If you multiply all this not only for a group but for thousands and the frequency with which they die and reborn we understand how much this cost may be high.



Just to see if the case of EEP is an isolated case, we have to verify the presence of new associations in tabular local chief. We found that from July 2010 through August 2011, then in the course of a year the situation is:
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Merry Go Round



Finance SHG



Totale



+24



+34



+58



+ 43,63636%



+ 30,35714%



+34,73054%



Therefore, the increase is substantial enough, now the next question that we have made it though: how many of these survive? To answer we contacted all the associations in question for the questionnaire in the attachment. Those who were untraceable, or



those



who



communicated directly



the



death of



association, gave us an idea of what the death rate of these SHG. Merry Go Round



Finance SHG



Totale



-16



-28



44



-29,0909%



-25%



+34,73054%



Then summing up the final table of the current situation in August 2011 is: Merry Go Round



Finance SHG



Totale



63



118



181



+14,81481%



+5,357143%



+8,383234%
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the



Merry Go Round 60 40 20 0 -20



Death rate



Born Rate



% Growth



-40



Finance SHG 40 20 0 Death rate



Born Rate



% Growth



-20 -40



Figure 46: Merry go Round Growth Figure 47:Finance SHG growth Figure 46 and 47 shows how during the year there has been an increase in both types, but as this increase has been attenuated by the associations that in a year have died. This first data can already give an idea of how these associations are born and die with incredible frequency, and as in the light of experience with EEP, this bring to a big loss in terms of efficiency for the entire area.
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Unfortunately I wasn‘t able to find any literature about these arguments, so is difficult to see if these data are reliable, but next section many data of this research are compared with other studies; we found many evidence so we can presume that also this research is realistic. 5.6.3 Focus On Merry Go Round In this part we will focus on seeing answers that we managed to get from the Merry Go Round. The firsts question regards sum that people have to put in MGR in order to be part of the group. How much is the pot each component has to put weekly?



25 20 15 10 5 0 100-200



200-300



300-400



400-500



500>



Figure 48:Average weekly fee The answer has emerged most, is that between 200 and 300 KSH, the others are found less frequently; This is consistent also with the responses obtained in the first questionnaire where one of the most frequent responses was 250 KSH.
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Members agree on a share value of say Ksh. 200 to be paid weekly, bi-weekly or monthly (in this case weekly) with the option that a member may buy multiple shares of Ksh. 400, 600 etc. A member who has bought three shares (Ksh. 600) takes the lottery three times. ―David has a hotel in Juja and is also involved in saw milling using a power saw. David is a member of two itegas (merry-go-rounds). In one where there are 52 people each member contributes Ksh. 20 daily. David buys three shares (Ksh. 60) and therefore gets the prize three times each round (Mugwanga 1999).‖ Other interesting evidence (confirming also data in Figure 50) comes from Berida Ndambuki and Claire C. Robertson (2000) which reports some interesting economic stories from Nairobi slum: ―… once we collected money we give it to one person. then to a different person the neat time, and so on. For Kyeni kya we would meet and contribute on the fifthteenth of the month and at the end another group it was every day. That one had 130 members here at Gikomba. all selling dried staples, and we used to contribute with l00 KSH every day. So if it was your tum on the merry go round you got the Ksh 13000 an you could buy lots of dried staples to use as stock‖
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Is it very difficult to find aggregate data about SHG clients and their income; however, we can get ideas about these stories that evidence that we found out are quite realistic. Another interesting data comes from the average condition of the people inside the Merry Go Round; I divided the revenues in 3 categories: 



Less than 50,000 KSH, KSH 136 per day, about 1 € per day







Between 50,000 and 100,000KSH







More than 100,000 Who has an income exceeding 2 € per day



30 25 20 15 10



5 0 Very Poor >50000 Poor 5000


Figure 49: Average condition of client supported Our data, in figure 49, shows how the percentage of poor or very poor both much larger than those slightly poor, this is because probably the merry go round are projected toward a lower target ( rather that finance SHG).
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In fact it appears that the "total pot" that each person receives after having paid all its shares both similar medium paid, i.e. figure 49 proposed above, and consistent with the data obtained in the first questionnaire. 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 


1000-5000



5000-10000



>10000



Figure 50: Average total pot An interesting data came out from the questionnaire is the prevalent use of the money that people do once they receive the total amount. Reasons for savings tend to vary by individual and source of income i.e. subsistence farming, employment or self-employment. Individuals in all respondent categories save for the future but the poor mostly save to take care of day to day life cycle needs (education of children, food, building a house, starting a business, paying cost of hospitalization, buying medicines, and paying dowry among others)
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Figure 51:Use of Money coming from Merry go Round The survey asked respondents to specify the purpose for which they saved or borrowed; in Figure 51 I try to cluster all motivation into 3 categories: 



Consumption







Investment







Saving



In the first group motivations with more preferences are expenses for education and for the consumption of food, followed by clothing. In the second group, however, is evident as the choice with the most preferences is the improvement of their activity; this is consistent with the first questionnaire where we also received the highest preference number.
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We found evidence also in some recent studies (Ellis 2010): data found shows that most people save and borrow mainly for investment purposes, followed by consumption purpose. Motivation that are more likely to be choose are: For Meeting Day to Day Expenses, fr Education of Self, Children or Others, to Expand Own Business Starting a Business, Purchase Livestock, Personal Purchases; all these motivation are consistent with what we found out, except for Improve the House condition, which not appear to be one of the first preference. A fair number of people prefer to ―invest their money in savings‖, this choice could be reveal as the most detrimental to citizens because of growing inflation in kenya, about 12% per annum. So according to Kumar Aniket (2005) members borrow either to meet their consumption needs or to ﬁnance investment projects with extremely short gestation periods. Since the repayment starts and is often expected to be completed before the beneﬁts of the investment project accrues, it serves to ensure that members borrow according to their pre-investment means to repay One thing that was also highlighted in the case of EEP is what happens in case of delinquency.
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This aspect is particularly important, because it‘s what should induce a citizen to rehabilitate his debt with others. From the interviews conducted appears evident as is a common phenomenon; to question "What are the most difficulties you face" the unanimous reply was "People Not payng anymore" followed by problems related to the time of the meeting that are for updates on the situation of the group. This difficulty is particularly present among the Merry go Round "because it does not exist in these areas an adequate method of punishment for those who decide not to pay.



Police 38%



Nothing 49%



Collateral 13%



Figure 52: Reaction in case of delinquency in Merry go Round Almost a group on two responded that the non-payment of a member in the group is almost helpless. As we said before sanction can rely mostly on social, and not on physical one.
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This is because we are talking about an informal mechanism where the protection of contracts, if there were, is minimized. Moreover talking about people who have nothing, the attempt to entrust these people to police forces is useless; in fact the police, due to prisons often too crowded is forced to release the prisoner after a few days; since it‘s not a punishment that will pay off the group in some way involved, when delinquency cases occur ,in addition to stresses most SHG do not do anything. Siwan Anderson (2003) wrote that informal groups cannot rely on external enforcement to insure that members abide by their obligations. It is generally assumed that these problems are solved by `social sanctions' and reputational effects. She evidence also that in the absence of an external sanctioning mechanism, roscas are never sustainable, even if the defecting member is excluded from all future roscas, and this could be another possibile explanation to that high mortality rate. The second answer with more preferences as mentioned is relying on law enforcement, but as said before police force can't do much. In a small percentage of cases there are those who try to take action on collateral, although these mostly in these cases are virtually absent in the cases described. This has important consequences on who want to approach these realities, which remains frightened by these cases.
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The question: "Do this scary other component, not to entry in the merry go round?" the answer was almost unanimous 55 yes on 63 in total. Despite this, what is amazing is how people are so attached to this type of groups, from which often cannot have any kind of warranty. We must say that most of the time the group is made up of relatives, friends, acquaintances, people from the community itself, is therefore unlikely that a person decides to escape with the money taken from others, because otherwise it would suffering calculable moral damage. The answer that was more convincing, that somehow it was considered almost a silly question by respondents, was: ―Do people trust more in merry go round more than bank‖. It 'clear that, in the western world, a person would not hesitate to say that the bank much more than protecting the rights of the person and in a group of friends that you never know what can happen. Here is exactly the opposite! 63 respondents on 63 responded that rely much more on the Merry go round. The reason for this, were also reported in the previous chapter where he referenced the distrust that people have against banks. This distrust, in my opinion, is increasing more and more as a bank moves from the place where he was born and gets bigger, this ends up increasing the cultural distance
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that exists between the people of the slums and the banks, and then it all falls into the lack of trust. The last two questions of the questionnaire are related to the duration of a Merry go Round and what we talked before, namely the birth rate and mortality of these.



?? 25%



No 19%



Yes 56%



Figure 53:Members belonging to other Merry go Round We asked to groups if most people which they support have been part of other merry go round before entering the latter. More than 50% responded yes, also being a very generic question relates not to the group itsel, but to the members of the group more than 15% have responded not having enough data to be able to respond or not to know the history of the components. It‘s precisely the great mortality rate that is not perceived by the same group responsible for the last question in the questionnaire to the Merry go round.
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The question "IS your SHG sustainable or you having lots of trouble to surive" most groups have responded not having problems.



No 22%



Yes 78%



Figure 54: Sustainability of Merry Go Round This data is particularly interesting because it depicts the typical Kenyan mentality. Only 14 on 63 have awareness of sustainability issues. From data we obtained, we got to see that a Merry go Round lasts an average of 3 years; Every year nearly 30% of Merry go round leaves the place to others. This figure shows us how this reality is very unstable yet for most of these groups are solid and have no problems. The concept of not thinking about the long term is what characterises these groups. ―I have problems only if I have right now, but I can't have a forward-looking vision that let me see if I have problems in the future‖.
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5.6.4 Focus On Finance Shg Finally we will focus now on the questionnaire at the other side of observed groups. As we said before, these groups are characterized by having functions similar to a Bank, but remain in the informal market: lend and take the savings of their clients. In most cases they are localized within structures more articulated that offer various services to the local community. The first question we place concerns the type of customers they serve:



No 28%



Yes 72%



Figure 55: Openness of Finance SHG



It turned out as more than 70% are people outside the community; This underline the clear aim to help more in a generic way the local population in their business. The condition of the people they support is generally better than the poverty of the people supported by the Merry go Round.
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Figure 56: Average condition of client supported From this chart we can see how the majority of respondents support people on average less poor, compared to the poor or very poor. it‘s highly likely that those who ask for this type of groups, are already in possession of certain assets, to provide a minimum collateral to the group; for this we find a better condition different from that of Merry go Round.



We also asked if, on average, these groups are led to ask the collateral when a person asks for access to a loan; and despite they are all small and informal realities, most said they rely on collateral.
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No 26%



Yes 74%



Figure 57: Collateral requirement



The survey shows how the collateral that people are able to offer are often represented by animals (goats, cows, etc.) or asset of movable type, such as radio or television, obviously also the houses and shops may fall as collateral but are usually offered with less frequency. The mechanism of this type of groups is not far from the one described above with EEP: A person who wants to access a loan must, as said, in most cases be able to provide a collateral and to let the group see its capacity to save. Many of these groups are demanding precisely before granting the loan, save for a period time.
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No 31% Yes 69%



More Than 2 45%



1 Mont h 38%



2 Mont h 17%



Figure 58:Saving requirements Almost 70% responded that asks its customers to save; This savings was found to be from nearly 50% of 2 months by almost 40% for one month. A particular interesting data is the use that is done with the money taken: 100 80 60 40 20 0 Feeding
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Figure 59: Use of Money in Finance SHG We have divided the choices into three groups as in the case of Merry Go Round. What differs from previous results, is that more choices are selected within the category investment; This is not surprising when you consider that a loan of this type is often carried out for investments or improvements ―una tantum‖. Among those
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selected were mostly mind: Open New activity e Improve Activity. Unlike the Merry go round "where in category consuption most preference was feeding, here among the consuption only education covers the major selected; the education in fact might not even be really considered a consuption but as an investment to the future and therefore deserving of a loan.. Still continuing



comparison with



Merry go round, figure 60 shows another



important difference in association with the policy of punishment when a person does not return the loan.



Police Nothing 21% 21%



Collateral 58%



Figure 60:Reaction in case of delinquency in Finance SHG We had seen as in the case of the Merry go round impotence in the face of such an event was selected as the answer, but in this case it‘s clear that when they have the collateral, the groups often turn right to these. There is however a 20% of groups
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who remain helpless and decided not to oppose in any way to non-payment of a creditor. Another interesting fact came out that the groups give reasons why their customers do not turn directly to a bank rather than to them: 120 100 80 60 40 20 0



Not Trust



Don't have sufficent collateral



Too far



They feel umiliated



Don't have secure job



Figure 61:Lack of trust in banks



We can see how the most important reason is the lack of trust between citizens and the banks (110/118). Other interesting reasons that came out of the questionnaires are the lack of appropriate collateral, the physical distance between banks and customers, and the distance that separates the two cultural realities; All these indications are perfectly in line with what is shown in the various questionnaires and assumptions made in Chapter 3 where you spoke your away cultural and physical distance.
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The last interesting data regarding the high rates of mortality from which they are affected the Finance SHG; Among the major difficulties that they identify, in addition to people who are insolvent is also interesting ―the difficulties in obtaining new funding‖. As I've amply demonstrated in the case of EEP, these groups do not have a real understanding of microcredit and then continually commit errors very expensive. 120 100 80 60 40



20 0 People Not payng anymore



Raising Founds



Training



Figure 62: High mortality rate‘s motivation These errors require a continuous supply of capital to make the Association go ahead; a raising finance that often serves to finance executives who lead the Group; as said repeatedly there is very little transparency between these groups and how there is a chance to steal the funds coming from the outside nobody makes many qualms. This if we want, is one of the saddest aspects: people who come from a state of poverty that are working in facilities to support projects for poor people have no qualms in
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steal for their threatened to derail the whole project. As awareness of sustainability we found in this case more wisdom.



Yes No



Figure 63: Sustainability in Finance SHG



There is always a preference regards sustainability, but that is a percentage much lower than what we observed in figure 54 with Merry go Round. This evidence a more responsible behavior; probably Finance SHG are better trained and they can idenfy better difficults among these kind of groups.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION Before drawing the conclusions of this long work, it is useful to make a brief summary, fixing the most important points. We started with the question regarding poverty trying to analyze definitions and tools that over the years have succeeded one another trying to understand the problem of poverty. Going from Rowntree definition to the last HDI measure that take into account poverty as multidimensional and complex phenomenon. Then, we focused on one of the most discussed method in recent years to fight against poverty: microfinance. If it is true that on one hand, micro-credit with its innovative aspects has revolutionized the credit market in Bangladesh, country where it was born, we cannot say the same of the other States where this has been introduced. There are still many criticism against Microcredit, although I believe that Microfinance is not a panacea, I thinks it is a more than a useful tool to fight against inequality. During interviews with the directors of the two most big MFI of Kenya's, it is clear how both show a common path: from single project or NGO, they begin gradually departing both physically and culturally from their origins, attracted by the large profits coming from international capital markets.
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Although recent data show improvements in terms of greater access to finance, this thesis demonstrate as these improvements are result of the development of the middle class and not of the poorest one. Lack of trust towards bank is still the most binding constraint to development of formal finance; moreover what we find out that this problem is far from be solved out, in fact formal finance is going at the opposite direction of the last poor class of people. I clustered problems of mistrust of banks into three main categories: 



Physical distance: Headquarters are located in rich area. There are branches in poor area but may not be used for all financial function. Moreover these branch are located not in the hearth of the slum(the poorest area)







Micro-credit principles distance: Of course African microfinance is as diverse as the continent itself, so we cannot pretend to have the same Bangladesh Microfinance Model. But here banks are far away from Microcredit Principle. Expensive Collateral, lots of burocracy, low Percentage of Women, low proximity to people, depending on external funds are all factors that contribute to depart from poor people and also to the original Yunus Principle.







Cultural distance: this is the most difficult problems to quantify, but at the same time the easiest to notice. People usually dress very formally within banks while slum people dress ―casual‖, and dress is very remarkable because let people feel humiliated. Banks are located in rich area where there are
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different kind of people respect to slums: streets are paved, and buildings are not shacks. Referring to the tools used in the first chapter, we use the Lorentz curve (Figure 64, Data from Gok) as a great tool to see where banks target their costumer. From



what



emerged



we



can



begin



to



treat



the



first



conclusions:
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40 20 0



Figure 64: Lorentz curve- Kenya Source: Integrated Labour Force Survey 2004 Banks over the years have increasingly moved to groups of people who are right in the chart. Thanks to this shift the risk is lowered considerably and it was possible that the banking sector grew (as evidenced by statistics). On the other hand, they however have left that band of people who first served and this creates more and more a lack of trust as mentioned before. The informal finance deals so to that group of people who have a low income and therefore are placed on the left side of the graph.
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In this thesis we tried to focused on the latter part, first with an investigation within retailers, then with another in finance SHG. These researches have confirmed as banks are not taken into account by poor people, but are replace with Merry Go round (ROSCA‘s), or Finance SHG. While it is true that these informal mechanisms replace those formal, but much is there to say about their efficiency. Unfortunately, they are very inefficient, this is due to the lack of general and economic knowledge of people which tries to manage them. As we demonstrated in this research, errors that these groups are committed in the course of their work are highly paid with the closing down of the group in a short time, due to sustainability; it comes out that most of SHG providing microfinance last average 3-4 years. This means that there is never a specialization and an improved efficiency in service; the costs spent on training are never actually recovered at a later time. This was in summary what this research has been able to verify; these aspects are still preliminary; these new data, I found out, are still not been studied in recent literature. It is therefore necessary to continue to develop these arguments trying to reverse the trend whereby more and more people are excluded from the formal credit. Informal credit, as we have seen represents a temporary solution but cannot be regarded as a definitive solution to the problem. One positive note is represented, no doubt, by new technologies, as M-PESA, that have opened new unimaginable frontiers until few years ago. I think this is the right direction towards which we should push credit market: there are many opportunities to develop among those who, until now, were considered unbanked.
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The great growth of mobile phones can be developed even further by providing users, internet service, this can serve to bring people in remote areas to small capital deriving from developed countries. The rapidly evolving technologies based on the Internet (e-ﬁ nance) and cell phones (mobile phones, or m-ﬁ nance) can be powerful engines of access (Porteous 2006). But a lack of legal clarity may impede the



adaptation of these technologies.



Government needs to keep legislation up to date not only to ensure contracting parties that what they intend will be unambiguously enforceable but also to prevent legislation from blocking new innovations. In addition, monitoring can be developed more, breaking down the famous Lucas Paradox from which we started; technologies can reduce risks and develop whole villages increasingly attracting capital. It is therefore my intention to continue researching towards this direction: trying to develop technologies to bring more and more users closer to each other.
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ANNEX Annex 1
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Annex 2 Alex shows off his wares at his second hand clothes stall Alex, 45 lives with his wife and 5 children (aged from 5 years to 20) in Kibera and has been a casual labourer for last 20 years working from day-to-day in the timber business. His wife is a housewife and he takes care of his mother, who he lives with. ―A friend introduced me to Faulu when I was looking for a place to deposit money for saving and thinking about getting a loan. My friend told me that I needed to be part of a group to get a loan.‖



Alex started with Faulu three years ago and his first loan was Kshs 20,000 and second Kshs 40,000. With the loans he used the money to purchase some second hand clothes and grow a part-time business of selling second-hand clothes to the local community. Alex shows at his second hand clothes stall ―As a casual labourer it can be very difficult to provide for my family‘s basic needs. The pay is meagre and the work can be irregular. But I no longer see myself suffering the fate of the other casual labourers because I have used the loan to grow a business to support myself. This is something that is impossible without the loan.‖ ―Initially when we started the group we began to realize that we were all facing the same problems. When our families got sick, we had no money to pay for the medical care, we didn‘t necessarily have enough for the basic needs. So we began saving together to build up a kitty which we can access when we need to. ―Now I have my own Maisha Account with Faulu – it comes with life cover,
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which provides me with peace of mind, knowing that my family will be provided for should something happen to me.‖ ―Life has changed for me and my family. Before I had no hope, but now I have hope as I am able to finance my businesses which in turn helps me to provide for my family and educate my children. I feel secure now. By 2015, I think I will be far from here, the way things are going now, business is good. There will be a point when I am very old where I cannot work and so this business will sustain me. My wife has become more understanding especially when we don‘t have money, because she understands that I have to service the loans in order to keep the business healthy.‖
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Annex 5
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Annex 8



Name: AA



Age: Gender: Education: Type of activity: Location



BUSINESS:



1) From how many years working in this business? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



2) What‘s you sell mainly? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



3) Are you the owner of the activity? If not How much you pay has a rent? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



4) Would you like to improve your business to get more money? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INCOME:



1) General avarege salary of family ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



2) How much do you earn from your activity daily average? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



3) Is it enough to live, or sometime you have great problem of eating? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



4) Are you owner of your house? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



FINANCE:



5) How you did finance yourself to open this activity? Approximatly Amount borrowed: o o o o



COMMERCIAL BANK (Barclays, KCB, EQUITY BANK, K-REP, FAMILY BANK…) MARRY GO ROUND LOCAL MONEYLENDERS FAMILY SAVING



(ONLY FOR WHO ASWER COMMERCIAL BANK AND MICRO BANK)
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6) What kind of collateral do you offer to the bank to get the loan? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



7) Do you use group lending method?   



How many people work in the group? How you choose people to stay in group with? Is anyone fail inside the group? Do you help him?



(FOR EVERY BODY)



8) Do you ever uses ―Merry go round‖ to finance yourself?   



Amount you get from : Amount you have to pay weekly: How you use money you get from:



9) Have you ever try to go in commercial bank to ask for a loan? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------



10) Do you usually use M-PESA to transfer money? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CONTRACT FOR THE QUESTIONAIRE Me Matteo Secchi born in Recanati on 19/07/1987 and resident in Via donatori di Sangue 10 Jesi(AN), ITALY, I pledge to respect the following contract until the 8 of July 2011, To pay this amount: BASE SALARY



200 KSH



Every complete schedule



20 KSH



Every half schedule



8



KSH



Every photo added



2



KSH



Bonus For 100 complete schedule



500 KSH



To:



Name:



Family name:



Born in:



Address:



Date



SIGNATURURE
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Annex 9



James Mwangi
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Catherine Wairimu



279



Amos



280



Ida Skika



281



282



Annex 10 CONTRACT FOR THE QUESTIONAIRE Me Matteo Secchi born in Recanati on 19/07/1987 and resident in Via donatori di Sangue 10 Jesi(AN), ITALY, reserching for Università Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona, I pledge to respect the following contract until the 31 of AGOUST 2011, after that time I reserve myself not to respect this contract anymore.



To pay this amount: BASE SALARY



1000KSH



Every complete schedule



30



KSH



Every half schedule



8



KSH



Bonus for complete job



500 KSH



Expense for mobile



500 KSH



I will pay this salary after the complete job is send on my email account: [email protected] Payment Method: To:



Name: Sammy



Family name: Mwangi Mbare



Born in: Nairobi 21/NOVEMBER 1976



Date



Address: Nairobi Passport: A745657



SIGNATURURE



------------------------



------------------------------
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